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Abbreviations

• c.o.m.: Center of mass.

• CL: Confidence level.

• EW: Electroweak.

• FB: Forward-backward.

• GB: Goldstone boson.

• LH: Little Higgs.

• LHC: Large Hadron Collider.

• LO: Leading order.

• MSSM: Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model.

• NLO: Next to leading order.

• PDF: Parton distribution function.

• SM: Standard Model.

• SUSY: Supersymmetry.

• VEV: Vacuum expectation value.
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Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, one of the greatest achievements of
the 20th century, has proved to be an extraordinarily successful theory to describe
the physics at colliders below the TeV scale. However, one of the most important
pieces of the theory, the mechanism responsible for the electroweak (EW) symmetry
breaking, has not been confirmed yet. The main objective of the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) at CERN is to reveal the nature of this mechanism, i.e., the search
for the Higgs boson, the measure of its mass and couplings. The discovery of the
Higgs and of possible new particles and symmetries related to the Higgs mechanism
will define a new theoretical framework valid at energies above the TeV scale.

The LHC was inaugurated in 2008 and, after solving a few problems with the set-
up, in 2010 it became the most powerful collider in the world, beating the Fermilab
Tevatron. Data from its experiments ATLAS and CMS suggest the existence of a
Higgs boson of 125 GeV compatible with the one predicted by the SM. Although
we are still waiting for experimental confirmation from the data collected during
2012, the mass range where it could be found is already very constrained. We are
certainly living an exciting time in particle physics.

In addition, so far LHC data do not seem to indicate any new physics beyond
the SM. As a consequence, neutrino masses and the existence of dark matter are the
only experimental evidences currently indicating that the model must be completed.
Of course, there is the formal argument known as the hierarchy problem, which has
been the main motivation for model building during the past 30 years and that
the LHC should definitively solve. Although not at the level of discovery, there
are also experimental anomalies that motivate phenomenological studies of different
extensions of the SM. In particular, during the preparation of this Thesis one of
these anomalies has achieved special relevance, the forward-backward asymmetry in
tt̄ production measured at the last stage of the Tevatron. This unexpected effect
attracted the attention of the particle physics community (there are over 100 articles
appeared during 2011), and it became also my main research line during the past
year. But this is the end of the story; let us start from the beginning.

When we planned my Ph.D. project in 2008, we decided that in a first phase we
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4 Introduction

would analyze different extensions of the SM such as Little Higgs, Supersymmetry
and Extra Dimensions. In a second stage and after the initial results from the
LHC, we would focus on the phenomenology of the model that were favored by
the data. However, due both to the delay in the LHC set-up and to the fact that
the first observations pointed nowhere besides the SM, I had to slightly rethink
the final destination of this Thesis. Thus, in this work two different parts can be
distinguished. In the first one I describe some scenarios for new physics and discuss
our contributions in each of them. In the second part I focus on the experimental hint
of new physics that I consider most interesting, the forward-backward asymmetry in
tt̄ production measured at the Tevatron, analyzing in detail its possible implications
at the LHC.

As it is mandatory in any Ph.D. Thesis in particle physics, I start reviewing
the SM. I pay special attention to the Higgs sector and to the main motivation for
this Thesis: the hierarchy problem and the need for new physics. Theoretical and
experimental constraints on the Higgs boson mass are also discussed.

The second chapter is focused on Little Higgs models, in particular, on the so-
called simplest model. After a short review I discuss our main contribution, the
possibility that the model accommodates in a consistent way a vectorlike T quark
relatively light, of mass around 500 GeV. We show that this is possible by slightly
changing the collective symmetry breaking principle in the original model for an
approximate breaking principle. We find the anomalous couplings of the top quark
and the Higgs boson in that scenario, and we deduce the one-loop effective potential,
showing that it implies an EW symmetry breaking and a scalar mass spectrum
compatible with the data.

The third chapter is dedicated to the phenomenological implications that new
Higgs bosons could have in tt̄ production. We study the possible effects caused by
the massive scalars present in supersymmetric and Little Higgs models. After a
review of the Higgs sector in supersymmetric models, we analyze the effect of these
scalars on tt̄ when they are produced in the s-channel of gluon fusion. We first study
the cross sections at the parton level and then we analyze pp collisions at the LHC.

The last chapter is devoted to the forward-backward asymmetry in tt̄ production.
I start reviewing the observations and their compatibility with the SM. Then I
discuss the effects of a generic massive gluon on that observable. We propose a
framework with a gluon of mass below 1 TeV, with small and mostly axial-vector
couplings to the light quarks and large coupling to the right-handed top quark. The
key ingredient to define our stealth gluon, invisible in other observables, is a very
large decay width caused by new decay channels qQ, where q is a standard quark and
Q a massive excitation with the same flavor. The model requires the implementation
of energy-dependent widths, something that is not common in previous literature.
We check that the model reproduces both the asymmetry and the tt̄ invariant-mass
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distribution at hadron colliders, and we study the phenomenological implications
of the quarks Q. We study how the new qQ channel affects current analyses of tt̄
production and of T T̄ searches at the LHC. We also discuss the best strategy to
detect the qQ channel at that collider. We have included three appendixes with
details about the event selection and reconstruction, which are along the lines of
those used by the different LHC experiments.

The results contained in this Thesis have led to several publications. The study of
the Little Higgs models produced two publications [1, 2], the first one done during a
research fellowship awarded in the last year of my undergraduate studies. During the
year 2009 we also published a work [3] on models with extra dimensions, another
scenario proposed to solve the hierarchy problem. In particular, we studied the
interaction of cosmic rays with galactic dark matter in models with strong gravity
at the TeV scale. Since this work, unlike the rest, does not involve collider physics, I
decided not to include it in this Thesis. The results about tt̄ production through new
Higgs bosons gave one publication [4]. Finally, our results on the forward-backward
asymmetry in tt̄ production and the study of new massive quarks at the LHC in
Chapter 4 have appeared in three publications [5, 6, 7].

In addition, I had the opportunity to make a presentation in the conference
2nd Young Researchers Workshop: Physics Challenges in the LHC Era in Frascati
(Italy), May of 2010 [8]. I made presentations in the Bienal de F́ısica Española in
2009 and 2011. I could also discuss these results in a Seminar at the University of
Oxford (July 2011), where I was visiting during three months.
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Introducción

El modelo estándar de la f́ısica de part́ıculas, uno de los grandes logros cient́ıficos
del siglo XX, ha demostrado ser una teoŕıa extraordinariamente adecuada para la
descripción de la f́ısica de colisionadores a enerǵıas por debajo de 1 TeV. Sin em-
bargo, una pieza esencial de la teoŕıa, el mecanismo por el que se rompe la simetŕıa
electrodébil y las part́ıculas adquieren masa, aún no ha sido confirmada. El princi-
pal objetivo por el que se ha construido en el CERN el colisionador de part́ıculas
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) es desvelar la naturaleza de este mecanismo, es decir,
la búsqueda del bosón de Higgs, la medida de su masa y de sus acoplamientos. La
detección del Higgs, junto al posible descubrimiento de nuevas part́ıculas y simetŕıas
relacionadas con el mecanismo de rotura de simetŕıa electrodébil, definirá un nuevo
marco teórico válido a enerǵıas por encima del TeV.

El LHC fue inaugurado en 2008 y, tras sufrir varios retrasos debido a problemas
con su puesta a punto, a finales de 2010 se convirtió en el acelerador de part́ıculas más
potente del mundo, superando al Tevatron del Fermilab. Los datos aportados por
sus experimentos ATLAS y CMS en diciembre de 2011 parecen sugerir la existencia
de un Higgs de masa en torno a 125 GeV compatible con el predicho en el modelo
estándar. Aunque se está a la espera de confirmar o descartar su existencia con
los datos que serán presentados a lo largo de 2012, el rango de masas posibles para
esta part́ıcula ha quedado muy acotado. Ciertamente, estamos viviendo un tiempo
apasionante para la f́ısica de part́ıculas.

Aśımismo, los últimos datos aportados por el LHC no han ofrecido todav́ıa
ningún resultado positivo en la búsqueda de f́ısica más allá del modelo estándar. En
consecuencia, la masa de los neutrinos y la existencia de la materia oscura siguen
siendo hasta la fecha las únicas razones experimentales que indican que el modelo
estándar debe ser completado. Por supuesto, existe el argumento formal conocido
como problema de las jerarqúıas, que ha sido la motivación fundamental para la
construcción de modelos durante los últimos 30 años y que el LHC debe zanjar
definitivamente. Existen además anomaĺıas experimentales que, aunque no están al
nivel de descubrimiento, son también una motivación para explorar las implicaciones
fenomenológicas de distintas extensiones del modelo estándar. En particular, du-
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8 Introducción

rante la realización de esta tesis una de estas anomaĺıas ha tomado especial relevan-
cia, la asimetŕıa forward-backward en la producción de pares tt̄ medida en Tevatron
poco antes de ser clausurado. Este inesperado efecto ha centrado los esfuerzos de
una parte de la comunidad, dando lugar a numerosas publicaciones (más de 100 en
2011), y ha sido el foco de mi investigación durante el año 2011. Pero ese es el final
de la historia; empecemos mejor por el principio.

Cuando en 2008 planificamos la elaboración de esta tesis, decidimos que en una
primera fase analizaŕıamos distintas extensiones del modelo estándar (Little Higgs,
Supersimetŕıa, Dimensiones Extra), y que en una segunda fase, tras conocer los
resultados del LHC, nos centraŕıamos en la fenomenoloǵıa de aquella posibilidad
que saliese favorecida por las observaciones. Sin embargo, tanto por el retraso en la
puesta en marcha del LHC como a la vista de que los datos iniciales no parecen apun-
tar en ninguna dirección más allá de la estándar, tuve que replantear ligeramente
la finalidad de mi trabajo. De este modo, en la memoria pueden distinguirse dos
partes. En la primera se describen algunos escenarios de nueva f́ısica y explico las
aportaciones que hemos hecho en cada uno de ellos. En la segunda parte me centro
en la señal no estándar que considero más interesante, la asimetŕıa forward-backward
en tt̄ medida por el Tevatron, y analizo en detalle sus posibles implicaciones en el
LHC.

Como es obligado en cualquier trabajo doctoral sobre f́ısica de part́ıculas, en el
primer caṕıtulo repaso el modelo estándar, haciendo incapié en el sector de Higgs
y en las cuestiones que motivan este trabajo: el problema de las jerarqúıas y la
necesidad de nueva f́ısica. Se discuten con algún detalle las cotas experimentales
para la masa del bosón de Higgs estándar aśı como algunas restricciones teóricas
sobre el posible valor de dicha masa.

En el segundo caṕıtulo paso a analizar la primera propuesta de nueva f́ısica en
la que he trabajado: los modelos de Little Higgs, en concreto, el modelo conocido
como simplest. Tras una breve introducción me centro en nuestras aportaciones.
Concretamente, se discute la posibilidad de que el modelo acomode de modo consis-
tente un quark T vectorlike relativamente ligero, con una masa en torno a 500 GeV.
Mostramos que ello es posible si se vaŕıa ligeramente el principio de rotura colectiva
de la simetŕıa global del modelo original y se adopta una rotura aproximada. En-
contramos los acoplomientos anómalos del quark top y del boson de Higgs en ese
escenario y deducimos su potencial efectivo a 1-loop, mostrando que implica una
rotura electrodébil y un espectro de escalares compatible con las observaciones.

El tercer caṕıtulo está dedicado a las implicaciones fenomenológicas que nuevos
bosones de Higgs podŕıan tener en la f́ısica del quark top, concretamente en la
producción de pares tt̄. En particular, me centro en los posibles efectos de nuevos
escalares procedentes de Supersimetŕıa y de Little Higgs. Al inicio se hace una
introducción general a la Supersimetŕıa, prestando especial atención al sector de
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Higgs. Tras esto se analizan los efectos en la producción de tt̄ cuando estos escalares
son producidos en el canal s de la fusión de gluones. El estudio inicial está dedicado
a secciones eficaces a nivel partónico, y a continuación se analizan colisiones pp y
las posibles consecuencias en las observaciones del LHC.

El último caṕıtulo está dedicado a la asimetŕıa forward-backward en la producción
de pares tt̄. Se repasa brevemente el estado actual de las medidas en Tevatron y
su compatibilidad con el modelo estándar, y a continuación se presentan de modo
general los posibles efectos de un gluón masivo. Nuestra propuesta es un gluon
de masa por debajo de 1 TeV, con acoplamientos casi axiales y pequeños con los
quarks ligeros y un acoplamiento fuerte con el top right-handed. La clave para su no
observabilidad en otros observables es una anchura de desintegración muy grande,
producida por nuevos canales de desitengración en pares qQ, donde q es un quark
estándar y Q una excitación masiva con su mismo sabor. Nuestro modelo requiere
implementar una anchura de desintegración para el gluón dependiente de la enerǵıa,
algo no usual en la literatura previa. Una vez comprobado que el modelo reproduce
correctamente tanto la asimetŕıa como la distribución de masa invariante en tt̄,
paso a estudiar las posibles implicaciones fenomenológicas de los nuevos quarks.
En particular, estudiamos la consistencia con los datos de producción de tt̄ y de
búsqueda de pares T T̄ en el LHC, aśı como la estrategia óptima para su detección
en ese colisionador. Se adjuntan tres apéndices con detalles de los cortes que hemos
aplicado en nuestras simulaciones y la forma en la que reconstruimos los eventos,
siguiendo en ambos casos las directrices que usan los distintos experimentos.

El material contenido en esta tesis ha dado lugar a varias publicaciones. El
estudio sobre los modelos de Little Higgs dio lugar a dos art́ıculos [1, 2], el primero de
ellos como resultado de un trabajo de Iniciación a la Investigación realizado durante
el último año de licenciatura. Durante el año 2009 realicé un trabajo sobre interaccio-
nes de rayos cósmicos con materia oscura galáctica en modelos con dimensiones
extra que también fue publicado [3], aunque finalmente decid́ı no incluirlo en esta
memoria. Los resultados sobre la producción de pares tt̄ a través de nuevos bosones
de Higgs dieron lugar a una publicación [4]. Por último, los resultados expuestos
en el caṕıtulo 4 sobre la asimetŕıa forward-backward en la producción de pares tt̄ y
el estudio de nuevos quarks masivos en el LHC han dado lugar a tres art́ıculos [5,
6, 7]. Aśımismo, tuve la oportunidad de realizar una presentación en la conferencia
2nd Young Researchers Workshop: Physics Challenges in the LHC Era en Frascati
(Italia) en mayo de 2010 que fue publicada [8], aśı como de realizar presentaciones
en las Bienales de F́ısica Española de los años 2009 y 2011. Además he impartido
seminarios en la Universidad de Granada (marzo de 2010) y de Oxford (julio de
2011), donde realicé una estancia de tres meses.
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Chapter 1

The Standard Model and beyond

Although the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics can not be considered as a
complete theory of fundamental interactions, due to its success in explaining a wide
variety of experiments it is sometimes regarded as a theory of ‘almost’ everything.
The SM summarizes our understanding of the microscopic world and, in this sense,
it is the result of a long story that involves the efforts of many people. In the 19th
century John Dalton, through his work on stoichiometry, concluded that each given
element of nature was composed of a single type of extremely small object. He
believed that these objects were the elementary constituents of matter and named
them atoms, after the Greek word ατoµo, meaning ‘indivisible’. Near the end of that
century J.J. Thompson showed that, in fact, atoms were not the fundamental objects
of nature but that they had structure and are conglomerates of even smaller particles.
Early 20th-century explorations (Fermi, Hahn, Meitner) culminated in proofs of
nuclear fission, a discovery that gave rise to an active industry of generating one
atom from another. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the first accelerators revealed
a bewildering variety of particles that could be produced in scattering experiments.
With all these data, in 1961 Sheldon Glashow [9] proposed a model combining the
electromagnetic and the weak interactions which was completed in 1967 by Steven
Weinberg [10] and, independently in 1968, by Abdus Salam [11]. Together with
Quantum Chromodinamics (QCD) for the description of the strong interactions, it
defines what is called the SM of particle physics. An important ingredient of this
theory was proposed in 1964 by Peter Higgs [12], and it has still to be fully confirmed
at the LHC Collider.

In this chapter we will briefly review the SM, paying special attention to the
Higgs sector: present bounds on the Higgs mass, the hierarchy problem, and the
need for physics beyond the SM. Good reviews about the SM (and beyond) are
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].

11



12 Chapter 1 The Standard Model and beyond

1.1 The Standard Model

The SM is a renormalizable relativistic quantum field theory describing three of
the four fundamental interactions observed in nature: electromagnetic, weak and
strong interactions. This description is based on a local gauge symmetry SU(3)C ×
SU(2)L×U(1)Y spontaneously broken to SU(3)C×U(1)EM . The fourth fundamental
interaction, gravity, is outside this framework. In this sense, the SM could be
considered an effective theory only valid at energies below the Planck scale, where
gravitational interactions between elementary particles would be unsuppressed.

The gauge principle describes the SM interactions in terms of one spin-1 mass-
less boson per each unbroken symmetry: 8 gluons (g) corresponding to the strong
interactions and 1 photon (γ) for the electromagnetism. In addition, the 3 broken
symmetries imply the presence of 3 massive bosons (W± and Z) as mediators of the
weak interactions.

The fermionic matter should be accommodated in multiplets (irreducible rep-
resentations) of the group transformations. The number of copies (or families) of
different mass is not fixed by the gauge symmetry, being minimality and the ab-
sence of quantum anomalies the guiding principles. The SM includes three families
of quarks (triplets under SU(3)C) and three of leptons (color singlets). All these
particles are chiral under the SM symmetry: the left-handed components define
doublets under SU(2)L, while the right-handed components are singlets. Therefore,
they only get masses after the electroweak (EW) symmetry is broken. Each lep-
ton family consists of a neutrino (νl) and a charged lepton (l−) and for the quarks,
each family contains an up (u) and a down (d) type quark of electric charge +2/3
and −1/3, respectively, plus the corresponding antiparticles. A (vectorlike) right-
handed neutrino is not necessary, so it is not included (see Table. 1.1). The electric
charge (Q), the isospin (T3) and the hypercharge (Y ) are related by the expression
Q = T3 + Y [12, 22, 23, 24].

An important aspect, sometimes taken as a measure of its elegance, is the num-
ber of free parameters in the SM. It has 18 free parameters: 9 fermion masses, 3
CKM mixing angles plus 1 phase, 3 gauge couplings, and 2 parameters (the vac-
uum expectation value of the Higgs field and its physical mass) in the scalar sector.
The CP -violating θ angle of QCD can be considered the 19th free parameter of the
SM, but it is constrained experimentally to be very close to zero. Finally, neutrino
masses can be obtained through dimension-5 operators and/or adding right-handed
neutrinos, and will define another 7 or 9 new free parameters. However, strictly
speaking they are not part of the SM but physics beyond it.
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Multiplets SU(3)c × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y I II III

Quarks (3,2,−1
6
)

(

uL
dL

) (

cL
sL

) (

tL
bL

)

s = 1/2 (3,1,2
3
) uR cR tR

(3,1,−1
3
) dR sR bR

Leptons (1,2,−1
2
)

(

νeL
eL

) (

νµL
µL

) (

ντL
τL

)

s = 1/2 (1,1,−1) eR µR τR
Higgs
s = 0

(1,2,1
2
) H =

(

h+

h0

)

Table 1.1: Field multiplets in the SM.

1.2 The Higgs mechanism in the SM

The Higgs mechanism is a process by which gauge bosons can get a mass. It was
first proposed in 1962 by Anderson [25], who discussed its consequences for particle
physics but did not work out an explicit relativistic model. Such a model was
developed in 1964 by Higgs [12] and, independently, by Brout & Englert [22] and
Guralnik, Hagen & Kibble [23]. The mechanism is closely analogous to phenomena
previously discovered by Nambu involving the vacuum structure of quantum fields
in superconductivity [26].

In the SM, the addition by hand of vector-boson and fermion masses leads to
a manifest breakdown of the local SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge invariance. The Higgs
mechanism, instead, assumes that the symmetry is broken spontaneously: while
the theory (the Lagrangian) is SU(2)L × U(1)Y invariant, the vacuum (the field
configuration with minimum energy) is not, it breaks the symmetry to U(1)EM . As
a consequence, the W± and Z gauge bosons and all the matter fields will acquire
masses through interactions with the vacuum. From a formal point of view, such
procedure will preserve the gauge principle and, most important, will keep all the
properties (renormalizability, unitarity) that make gauge theories consistent. From a
phenomenological point of view, it will imply a relation between the Z andW masses
and will explain that the photon is massless and the electric charge conserved.

Let us see more explicitly how this happens. We need to introduce a scalar field
with, at least, 3 degrees of freedom. The simplest choice is a complex SU(2) doublet,

Φ =

(

φ+

φ0

)

Y=+ 1

2

. (1.1)
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Imposed gauge invariance and renormalizability its Lagrangian reads

LS = (DµΦ)†(DµΦ)− V (Φ) , (1.2)

with
V (Φ) = µ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2 . (1.3)

If the mass parameter µ2 is positive (λ must be positive as well to make the potential
bounded from below) then LS is simply the Lagrangian of 4 spin-zero particles (Φ±,
Φ0 and Φ̄0) of equal mass µ. However, if µ2 < 0 the origin becomes unstable and the

0
Φ0

VHFL

0

v�
È
È
È

2

Φ0

VHFL

Figure 1.1: Projection in the plane φ+ = 0 of the potential V(Φ) in the cases µ2 > 0
(left) and (‘Mexican hat’) µ2 < 0 (right).

minimum of the effective potential will define a vacuum expectation value (VEV)

|〈Φ〉| = 1√
2
v , (1.4)

with v =
√

−µ2/λ at the tree level. Although the minimum is degenerated, all the
minima are equivalent (related by the gauge symmetry), and with all generality we
can take the real component of the neutral component as the only one developing a
non-zero VEV,

〈Φ〉0 ≡ 〈0|Φ|0〉 = 1√
2

(

0
v

)

. (1.5)

With this choice the vacuum is neutral under Q = T3 + Y , which generates the un-
broken U(1)EM , whereas the rest of the SU(2)L×U(1)Y symmetry is spontaneously
broken. The scalar excitations along the flat directions of the potential will then
define three Goldstone bosons θi [27, 28]. We may parametrize the scalar doublet
as

Φ =
1√
2
exp

(

iθi(x)
σi
2

)

(

0
v + h(x)

)

, (1.6)
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being θi(x) and h(x) real fields and σi=1,2,3. the Pauli matrices. Now, we can move
to the so-called unitary gauge by rotating away the three Goldstone bosons, that
are ‘eaten’ by the W± and Z bosons:

Φ(x) → Φ(x) =
1√
2

(

0
v + h(x)

)

. (1.7)

Operating algebraically in the Lagrangian we see that the W and Z bosons get
masses while the photon remains massless,

MW =
1

2
vg, MZ =

1

2
v
√

g2 + g′2, Mγ = 0 , (1.8)

where g and g′ are the SU(2)L and U(1)Y coupling constants, respectively.
Let us see now how the fermions become massive. We will use their Yukawa in-

teractions with the Higgs doublet Φ and its conjugate Φ̃ = iσ2Φ
∗, with hypercharge

Y = −1
2
(it transforms the same way as Φ under SU(2)L). For one fermion gen-

eration we obtain gauge invariant interactions combining the left-handed doublets
with the right-handed singlets and the Higgs doublet,

LYukawa = −yeL̄ΦeR − yuQ̄Φ̃uR − ydQ̄ΦdR + h.c. . (1.9)

After the Higgs VEV we obtain

me =
yev√
2
, mu =

yuv√
2
, md =

ydv√
2
. (1.10)

For three generations ye,u,d must be replaced by 3×3 matrices of Yukawa couplings.
Since the Higgs couples to gauge bosons and fermions proportional to their

masses, it will decay into the heaviest ones accessible at the phase space. In Fig. 1.2
we show its decay branching ratios as a function of its mass.

1.3 The Higgs particle in the SM

In the unitary gauge there is only one degree of freedom, h, which corresponds
to the physical Higgs boson. Its kinetic term and gauge interactions come from
the covariant derivative |DµΦ|2, while its mass and self-interactions derive from the
scalar potential. In particular, in terms of the couplings in Eq. (1.3) one has

m2
h = 2λv2 = −2µ2, (1.11)

with the VEV v = 246 GeV in order to reproduce the W boson mass. In the SM a
measurement of mh would also fix all its self-interactions.
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Figure 1.2: Decay branching ratios of the Standard-Model Higgs as a function of its
mass [20].

Although the mass of the SM Higgs is still unknown, there are interesting the-
oretical constraints that can be derived from assumptions on the energy range in
which the SM is valid before perturbation theory breaks down and new phenomena
emerge. These include constraints from unitarity in scattering amplitudes, pertur-
bativity of the Higgs self-coupling and stability of the EW vacuum. In particular,
unitarity constraints in longitudinally polarizedWW scattering imply that the Higgs
mass should not be much larger than 1 TeV1. Triviality limits are derived assuming
the SM to be valid up to some energy scale and requiring that the self-coupling of
the Higgs field does not blow up in the running. For a value of the cut-off scale
not much larger than mh this implies that mh . 800 GeV, while mh . 150 GeV if
we assume perturbativity up to the reduced Planck scale (∼ 1018 GeV). Theoretical
considerations about the stability of the scalar potential under top-quark corrections
to λ provide lower bounds on mh, also depending on the cut-off scale of the SM. If,
again, we assume the SM is valid up to the reduced Planck scale, vacuum stability
requires mh & 130 GeV, and mh & 115 GeV if we simply require a sufficiently
long-lived metastable vacuum.

Later we will discuss the different experimental constraints on mh coming from
direct and indirect searches, but before we would like to review the main reason to
expect physics beyond the SM associated to the Higgs boson.

1A similar argument was the basis to abandon the old Fermi theory for the weak interaction.
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1.4 The hierarchy problem

Despite the extraordinary strength of the SM from an experimental point of view, it
has been emphasized during the past 30 years the need for additional physics that
provides formal consistency to its Higgs sector and solves the so-called hierarchy
problem. If we assume the SM valid up to an energy scale Λ (its cut-off) then the
Higgs mass parameter (µ2) receives one-loop corrections that grow proportional to
Λ2. The three most significant quadratic contributions come from one-loop diagrams
with the top quark, the gauge bosons and Higgs self-interactions:

∆µ2 = − 3

8π2
y2tΛ

2 +
9

64π2
g2Λ2 +

1

16π2
λΛ2 . (1.12)

γW,Z, higgstop

Figure 1.3: Most significant quadratic contributions to µ2.

The Higgs mass parameter in the effective potential includes then one-loop plus
(arbitrary) tree-level contributions. If the SM is all the physics that there is be-
tween the EW and the Planck or the Grand Unification scale (i.e., Λ ∼ 1019 GeV or
Λ ∼ 1016 GeV), these different contributions should cancel around 30 digits to get
the observed value of order v2 (µ2 = −v2λ ∼ −(100 GeV)2). Moreover, this cancel-
lation must take place at every order in perturbation theory, since another quadratic
divergence appears at two-loops and so on. This fine tuning is considered unnatural
and suggests that the scale Λ for new physics (new symmetries or dynamics) that
explains the cancellation is not very high.

To get one-loop corrections to µ2 smaller than 10 times its total value (i.e., less
than 10% of fine tuning) the cut-off in each sector should satisfy

Λtop < 2 TeV, Λgauge < 5 TeV, ΛHiggs < 12 TeV. (1.13)

Therefore, one could expect that below those energies the new physics becomes
effective and defines a corrected SM free of quadratic corrections to µ2. In this way,
the new physics is most needed to cancel the top-quark contribution, which favors
the existence of new top-like particles (related to the top quark by symmetries)
or a special (composite) nature for this quark observable below this threshold. In
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addition, one also expects that the new physics should couple to the Higgs as strongly
as the top quark, so the Higgs search at hadron colliders could be very correlated
with the search for new top-quark physics. In a similar way, we would expect
the extra physics canceling gauge-boson corrections below 5 TeV, which suggests
a less relevant role at the LHC but that could conflict the data on precision EW
observables. Finally, Higgs self-interactions require new physics below 12 TeV for
mh = 125 GeV.

As the center of mass (c.o.m.) energy at the LHC may reach 14 TeV, these are
compelling arguments to explore there the different possibilities for the so-called
physics beyond the Standard Model. If the hierarchy problem is to be solved by
new physics, we should see it at the LHC. Some frameworks for this physics to be
analyzed in later chapters are:

• Supersymmetry (SUSY), probably the favorite candidate of the community
over the past 30 years. There is the increasing feeling, however, that it should
have already given any experimental signal, specially in precision experiments
(electric dipole moments, flavor physics). The discovery of a light Higgs could
provide renewed interest. We will discuss the SUSY Higgs sector in Chapter 3.

• Models where the Higgs is a pseudo-Goldstone boson of a global symmetry
broken spontaneously above the EW scale. This includes models of Little
Higgs (in Chapter 2) and models of composite Higgs (the pions of the global
symmetry). Their objective is to define consistent models just up to ≈ 10 TeV
instead of the Planck scale. As a consequence, they tend to be simpler than,
for example, SUSY. While SUSY modifies all the sectors in the SM, these
other models may affect only the Higgs and the top-quark sectors. Given
the agreement of the SM with all the data, this should be considered a big
advantage.

• Models of TeV gravity. The presence of compact extra-dimensions opens the
possibility that the fundamental scale is at the TeV instead of the Planck
scale. That would make quantum gravity and string theory accessible to the
LHC. In [3] (not included in this Thesis) we discuss how these gravitational
interactions may affect the propagation of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays.

• Models in a 5-dimensional anti de Sitter space (AdS). They offer multiple
possibilities for model building with peculiar phenomenologies. Using the
AdS/CFT correspondence one obtains effective models of technicolor or com-
posite Higgs, with the possibility to calculate observables pertubatively in the
5-dimensional model. In Chapter 4 we use this framework to motivate a model
for the top-quark sector.
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The discovery of any of these possibilities at the LHC would define a model more
complete (valid up to higher energies) than the SM. Of course, there is also the
disturbing possibility that a 125 GeV Higgs is observed but no genuine new physics
is discovered at the LHC. Such final confirmation of the SM would imply that there
is no dynamical explanation to the hierarchy problem, and one should probably
consider other more radical approaches (an anthropic or accidental explanation [29,
30]).

1.5 Limits on the Higgs mass from precision ob-

servables

With the exception of the Higgs mass, all the SM parameters have been determined
experimentally: the three gauge coupling constants, the Higgs VEV and the fermion
masses and mixing angles. With these parameters it is possible to calculate any
physical observable and compare it with the data. Since the strong and the EW
coupling constants at high energies are relatively small, the tree-level term is usually
an adequate approximation. Precision experiments, however, require more accurate
predictions, probing the SM at the one-loop level. The Higgs dependence on these
predictions is weak, at its mass appears only logarithmically.

The SM is in good agreement with a very large volume of data. Precision mea-
surements have found no significant deviations from its predictions, with preference
for a light Higgs. For instance, EW precision tests performed during the first run
of LEP and at SLC have provided accurate measurements of the properties of the
neutral current sector. On the other hand, during the second run of LEP, LEP2, the
W mass, its decay width and branching ratios were measured with an accuracy of a
few parts per ten thousand. Since two of the three tree-level diagrams contributing
to W pair production contain triple gauge boson couplings, the non-abelian nature
of the EW interactions was also tested there. Further measurements of the W pa-
rameters were performed at the Tevatron where, in addition, the W boson can be
single produced with a large cross section. Up to now, with the only exception of
neutrino oscillations (which require neutrino masses and an extension of the SM),
the dark matter problem, and despite a few discrepancies of limited statistical sig-
nificance, all experimental data are consistent within the SM. Fig. 1.4 illustrates the
agreement/disagreement between the experimental measurements and the theoreti-
cal predictions for the most significant EW precision observables [31]. It is given in
terms of the pulls: the absolute value of the difference between measurement and
prediction normalized to the experimental error. The theoretical predictions of the
SM for the best fit of mh (Fig. 1.5) have been obtained including all known radiative
corrections and using the measured central values of the top quark mass (mt), the
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Measurement Fit |Omeas−Ofit|/σmeas

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

∆αhad(mZ)∆α(5) 0.02750 ± 0.00033 0.02759

mZ [GeV]mZ [GeV] 91.1875 ± 0.0021 91.1874

ΓZ [GeV]Γ Z [GeV] 2.4952 ± 0.0023 2.4959

σhad [nb]σ0 41.540 ± 0.037 41.478

RlRl 20.767 ± 0.025 20.742

AfbA0,l 0.01714 ± 0.00095 0.01646

Al(Pτ)Al(Pτ) 0.1465 ± 0.0032 0.1482

RbRb 0.21629 ± 0.00066 0.21579

RcRc 0.1721 ± 0.0030 0.1722

AfbA0,b 0.0992 ± 0.0016 0.1039

AfbA0,c 0.0707 ± 0.0035 0.0743

AbAb 0.923 ± 0.020 0.935

AcAc 0.670 ± 0.027 0.668

Al(SLD)Al(SLD) 0.1513 ± 0.0021 0.1482

sin2θeffsin2θlept(Qfb) 0.2324 ± 0.0012 0.2314

mW [GeV]mW [GeV] 80.399 ± 0.023 80.378

ΓW [GeV]Γ W [GeV] 2.085 ± 0.042 2.092

mt [GeV]mt [GeV] 173.20 ± 0.90 173.27

July 2011

Figure 1.4: Summary of electroweak precision measurements at LEP1, LEP2, SLC
and the Tevatron. The SM fit results, which have been derived including all known
radiative correction, and the SM deviations are also shown [31].
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Figure 1.5: The ∆χ2 of the fit to the electroweak precision data as a function of the
Higgs mass. The solid line results when all data are included and the blue/shade
band is the estimated theoretical errors from unknown higher order corrections. The
effect of including low-Q2 data and the use of a different value for ∆αhad are also
shown [31].

strong coupling constant (αs), etc. The agreement should be considered excellent
even if a few measurements show discrepancies between 1 and 3 standard deviations
(σ), which are expected when a large number of observables are included in a fit.
On the other hand, these few discrepancies have motivated many analyses that have
tried to favor or disregard them as hints for new physics. The most significant of
them is probably the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (not included in the
table as it involves hadronic physics and is not usually considered an EW precision
observable). It has been computed within the SM at four loops. Combining the data
available it is found 1 to 3.2σ away from the SM prediction, depending on whether
we use τ decay data or electron-positron data, respectively. This deviation could
be accounted by contributions from new physics such as SUSY with large tanβ
[32, 33]. Another significant deviation is the bottom forward-backward asymmetry
Ab

FB measured at LEP. The best-fit value gives a prediction which is 2.8σ above its
experimental value. This deviation has sometimes been interpreted as a hint of new
physics strongly coupled to the third quark family [34, 35]. Supporting this idea, a
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3σ deviation has also been observed in the forward-backward asymmetry in the tt̄
production at the Tevatron. We will dedicate the whole Chapter 4 to this point.

As we mentioned before, the Higgs boson mass is an unknown parameter that
enters logarithmically in the calculation of these observables at the loop level. There-
fore, precision data will put indirect bounds on the value of this parameter. It should
be noticed, however, that constraints on mh from EW precision measurements are
controversial, as they arise from a combination of measurements that push the SM
in different directions. The most constraining observables, besides the W boson
mass, are LEP and SLC measurements of leptonic asymmetries (ALR) and Ab

FB.
While the former favors a light Higgs boson (as it is also the case for the value of
the W boson mass), the hadronic asymmetries prefer a heavier Higgs. Taking into
account all the precision EW data given in Fig. 1.4 in a combined fit (Fig. 1.5) it
results into mh ≈ 92 GeV [31], with an experimental uncertainty of +34 and −26
GeV at 68% confidence level (CL) derived from ∆χ2 = 1. At 95% of CL precision
EW measurements tell us that the mass of the SM Higgs boson is lower than about
161 GeV (including both the experimental and the theoretical uncertainty). This
limit increases to 185 GeV when including the LEP2 direct search limit of 114 GeV
(shown in light-grey/yellow shaded in Fig. 1.5).

1.6 Constraints on the Higgs mass from direct

searches

Before LEP (started in 1989), Higgs masses below 5 GeV were thought to be unlikely.
The main probes for mh ≤ 20 MeV were nuclear-physics experiments with large
theoretical uncertainties. Some of these searches were [36]:

1. For very low Higgs boson masses, the SINDRUM 590 MeV proton cyclotron
spectrometer experiment at the PSI (Villigen) investigated the decay of the
pion to electron, electron neutrino and Higgs boson that in turn decays into a
pair of electrons. It excluded masses in the interval 10 MeV < mh < 110 MeV
[37].

2. The CERN-Edinburgh-Mainz-Orsay-Pisa-Siegen collaboration at the SPS (CERN)
also searched for the decay of a Higgs boson into a pair of electrons in K0

L →
π0h. These searches severely constrained mh below 50 MeV [38].

3. The CLEO experiment at CESR (Ithaca) searched for decays of the Higgs
boson into a pair of muons, pions, and kaons produced through the decay
B → K0h. It excluded the mass range 0.2–3.6 GeV [39].
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4. Finally, the CUSB collaboration at CESR investigated the radiative decay of
various states of the Υ into a Higgs boson [40]. The search for a monochromatic
photon sample from the decay Υ → γ + X excluded the range from 2mµ up
to 5 GeV [41].

Searches at LEP1

The first run of LEP, also called LEP1, covers from 1989 to 1995 at energies close to
the Z resonance (

√
s ∼MZ). Because of the large production cross section for a low-

mass Higgs boson in Z decays, LEP1 provided a very good environment to further
exclude small values of mh. The dominant production mode is the Bjorken process
(in Fig. 1.6), where the Z boson decays into a real Higgs boson and an off-shell Z
boson that then goes into two light fermions, Z → hZ∗ → hff̄ . The Higgs boson
can also be produced in the decay Z → hγ, which occurs through triangular loops
built-up by heavy fermions and the W boson (in Fig. 1.7). Relative to Z → hff̄ ,
this loop decay process becomes important for masses mh ≥ 60 GeV, although in
this case only a handful of events are expected.

•
• f

f̄Z

h

Z∗

Figure 1.6: The main production mechanism for Higgs bosons in Z decays at LEP1.

•

•

•

Z

W

h

γ

•
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•
F

Z h

γ

+

Figure 1.7: Feynman diagrams for the one-loop induced decay mode Z → hγ in the
SM.

As shown in Fig. 1.2, the Higgs boson in the LEP1 (and also LEP2) mass range
decays predominantly into hadrons (mostly bb̄ for mh & 10 GeV) and with a 8%
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branching ratio into τ -lepton pairs. Thus, to avoid the large e+e− → hadron back-
ground, the Higgs boson has been searched for in the two topologies Z →(h →
hadrons)(Z∗ → νν̄), leading to a final state consisting of two acoplanar jets and
missing energy, and Z →(h → hadrons)(Z∗ → e+e−, µ+µ−), with two energetic
leptons isolated from the hadronic system. The absence of any Higgs boson signal
by the four collaborations at LEP1 [42, 43, 44, 45] set the 95% CL limit mh & 65.2
GeV. In these channels the Higgs mass will simply be the invariant mass of the sys-
tem recoiling against the lepton pair. The bounds are independent of Higgs decay
modes provided that its coupling to the Z boson is the one predicted in the SM.

Searches at LEP2

The second run of LEP, with a c.o.m. energy of
√
s = 209 GeV, covered from

1995 to 2000, when the experiment was closed. In this energy regime the dominant
production process is Higss-strahlung, with the e+e− pair going into an off-shell Z
boson that then splits into a Higgs particle and a real Z boson, e+e− → Z∗ → hZ
(in Fig. 1.8).

• •

e−

e+

Z∗

h

Z

Figure 1.8: The production mechanism for SM Higgs bosons in e+e− collisions at
LEP2.

The searches by the different LEP collaborations have been made in several
topologies: e+e− →(h → bb̄)(Z∗ → νν̄) and e+e− →(h → bb̄)(Z∗ → l+l−), like at
LEP1, and also e+e− →(h → τ+τ−)(Z∗ → bb̄) and e+e− →(h → bb̄)(Z∗ → τ+τ−).
Combining the results they obtained an exclusion limit [46]

mh > 114.4 GeV (1.14)

at 95% CL (Fig. 1.9). The upper limit was expected to reach mh > 115.3 GeV,
with the discrepancy coming from a 1.7σ excess (reported initially as a 2.9σ excess)
of events that could be indicating a Higgs boson in the vecinity of mh = 116 GeV
[46]. This anomaly was considered not significant enough to keep taking data and
the experiment was terminated as scheduled (a discovery requires a 5σ deviation).
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Figure 1.9: CL for the signal plus background hypothesis in Higgs production at
LEP2. The solid line is for the observation, the dashed line is the median background
expectation and the dark-grey/green (light-grey/yellow) shaded band around the
median expected line correspond to the 68% (95%) simulated probability band.
The intersection of the horizontal line at CLs = 0.05 with the observed curve defines
the 95% CL lower bound for mh [46].

The bound mh > 114.4 GeV can be evaded if, for example, the Higgs boson
has a weaker couplings ghZZ to the Z boson than in the SM. This would suppress
the e+e− → hZ cross section and then the number of Higgs events (proportional
to g2hZZ). In Fig. 1.10 we show the 95% CL bound on mh as a function of ξ =
(ghZZ/g

SM
hZZ). Higgs bosons with mh . 80 GeV and couplings to the Z boson an

order of magnitude smaller than in the SM have thus also been ruled out [46]. On
the other hand, a non-standard Higgs with half the SM coupling would relax the
bound to 95 GeV. We will see in Chapter 2 that in Little Higgs models the Higgs
doublet mixes with a singlet, reducing the value of its couplings to the EW gauge
bosons.

Searches at Tevatron

The Tevatron data taking covers from 1987 to 2011. It was a pp̄ collider with a
c.o.m. energy

√
s = 1.96 TeV. Here we will briefly discuss the most recent results

on Higgs searches. In particular, analyses [47] sought Higgs bosons produced with
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2 as a function of
the Higgs mass. The solid line represents the observed limit while the dark (light)
shaded band is for the 68% (95%) probability band [46].

a vector boson (qq̄ → hW/Z), through gluon-gluon fusion (gg → h), and through
vector boson fusion (qq̄ → q′q̄′h) with an integrated luminosity up to 8.2 fb−1 at
CDF and 8.6 fb−1 at D∅. The decay modes under study were h→ bb̄, h→ W+W−,
h → ZZ, h → τ+τ− and h → γγ. The results of these analyses are summarized in
Fig. 1.11.

At 95% CL the upper limits on Higgs boson production are a factor of 1.17,
1.71, and 0.48 times the values of the SM cross section for mh =115 GeV, 140 GeV,
and 165 GeV, respectively. The corresponding median upper limits expected in the
absence of Higgs boson production are 1.16, 1.16, and 0.57. There is a small (≈
1σ) excess of data events with respect to the background estimation in searches for
the Higgs boson in the mass range 125 GeV < mh < 155 GeV. At the 95% CL the
region 156 GeV < mh < 177 GeV is excluded.

Searches at LHC

The LHC data taking started in 2010. It is a pp collider with a c.o.m. energy
√
s

= 7 TeV. Here we will discuss the most recent results with the data collected by
ATLAS and CMS during 2010 and 2011.

In December of 2011 the CMS collaboration presented their latest results on
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Figure 1.11: Observed and expected (median, for the background-only hypothesis)
95% CL upper limits on the ratios to the SM cross section, as functions of the
Higgs boson mass for the combined CDF and D∅ analyses. The limits are expressed
as a multiple of the SM prediction for test masses (every 5 GeV) for which both
experiments have performed dedicated searches in different channels. The points
are joined by straight lines for better readability. The region for which the solid
curve dips below the horizontal line at the value of 1 is excluded with a 95% CL.
The dashed curve shows the expected limit in the absence of the Higgs boson, based
on simulations. The green/dark-shaded and yellow/light-shaded bands correspond
(respectively) to 68%, and 95% CL regions from the expected limits. The limits
displayed in this figure are obtained with the Bayesian calculation [47].

SM Higgs boson searches [48]. The data amounted to 4.7 fb−1, meaning that CMS
can explore almost the entire mass range above the 114 GeV limit from LEP up to
600 GeV. They combined searches in a number of Higgs decay channels: h → bb̄,
h → W+W−, h → ZZ, h → τ+τ− and h → γγ (the same as in Tevatron). The
preliminary results exclude the existence of a SM Higgs boson in a wide range of
masses: 127–600 GeV at 95% CL and 128–525 GeV at 99% CL (Fig. 1.12). A 95%
CL exclusion means that the SM Higgs boson with that mass would yield more
evidence than that observed in the data at least 95% of the time in a set of repeated
experiments.

A SMHiggs boson mass between 115 GeV and 127 GeV is not excluded (Fig. 1.13).
Actually, compared to the SM prediction there is an excess of 2σ in this mass region
that appears, quite consistently, in five independent channels. With the amount
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Figure 1.12: Exclusion limit on the mass of the SM Higgs boson at 95% CL (below
red line). The analysis is based on 4.7 fb−1 of proton-proton data collected by CMS
in 2010 and 2011. The hatched bands show the mass regions previously excluded
by LEP, the Fermilab Tevatron, and now by CMS [48].

of data collected so far, it is difficult to distinguish between the two hypotheses of
existence versus non-existence of a Higgs signal in this low mass region. The ob-
served excess of events could be a statistical fluctuation of the known background
processes, either with or without the existence of the SM Higgs boson in this mass
range. The larger data samples to be collected in 2012 will reduce the statistical
uncertainties and reveal the existence (or not) of the SM Higgs boson in this mass
region.

The results presented the same day by the ATLAS collaboration [49] seem to
reach an analogous conclusion. They restrict, with up to 4.9 fb−1, the search for the
Higgs boson to the mass range 115–130 GeV (Fig. 1.14). Like CMS, they find an
excess in several independent channels compared to the SM prediction, but this is
still not conclusive. As the ATLAS spokesperson Fabiola Gianotti said: ‘This excess
may be due to a fluctuation, but it could also be something more interesting. We
cannot conclude anything at this stage. We need more study and more data. Given
the outstanding performance of the LHC this year, we will not need to wait long for
enough data and can look forward to resolving this puzzle in 2012’.
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Figure 1.13: SM Higgs exclusion limit at 95% CL for 4.7 fb−1 proton-proton data
collected by CMS in 2010 and 2011, showing the lower mass region [48].

Figure 1.14: Experimental limits from ATLAS on SM Higgs production in the mass
range 110–150 GeV. The solid curve reflects the observed experimental limits for
the production of Higgs of each possible mass value (horizontal axis) [49].
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Chapter 2

Little Higgs with a light T quark

The hierarchy problem has been the main reason to expect new physics below
Λ ≈ 1 TeV. This new physics would extend the range of validity of the model up
to larger scales. In particular, extensions like supersymmetry, technicolor or, more
recently, extra dimensions could do the job and rise the cut-off of the SM up to the
the Planck or the Grand Unification scale.

This point of view, however, has become increasingly uneasy when facing the
experimental evidence. Flavor physics, electric dipole moments and other precision
EW observables suggest that, if present, the sfermion masses, the technicolor gauge
bosons, or the Kaluza-Klein excitations of the standard gauge fields are above 5 TeV
[50]. To be effective below the TeV and consistent with the data these models require
a per cent fine tuning, whereas the presence of these new particles above 5 TeV
implies that nature deals with the Higgs mass parameter first using a mechanism
to cancel 30 digits and then playing hide and seek with the last two digits. It
may be more consistent either to presume that there should be another reason
explaining this little hierarchy between the EW and the scale of new physics or
that there is no dynamical mechanism that explains any fine tuning in the Higgs
mass parameter [29, 30]. This second possibility has been seriously considered after
recent astrophysical and cosmological data have confirmed a non-zero vacuum energy
density (the preferred value does not seem to be explained by any dynamics at that
scale), and it will be clearly favored if no physics beyond the SM is observed at the
LHC.

Little Higgs (LH) models would release this tension by providing an explanation
for the gap between the EW scale and the scale of new physics. It is not that LH
does not imply physics beyond the SM (it does), but being its objective and its
structure more simple it tends to be more consistent with the data than these other
fundamental mechanisms. The LH idea of the Higgs as a pseudo-Goldstone boson
of an approximate global symmetry broken spontaneously at the TeV scale could be

31
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incorporated into a SUSY [51, 52, 53, 54] or a strongly interacting theory [55, 56, 57,
58] to explain the little hierarchy between the Higgs VEV and the SUSY breaking
scale or the mass of the composite states. Thus, LH ideas provide an interesting
framework with natural cancellations in the scalar sector and new symmetries that
protect the EW scale and define consistent models with a cut-off as high as Λ ≈
10 TeV, scale where a more fundamental mechanism would manifest. The most
important consequence would be that all the new physics to be explored at the LHC
would be described by the LH framework.

More precisely, in LH models the scalar sector has a (tree-level) global symmetry
that is broken spontaneously at a scale f ≤ 1 TeV. The SM Higgs doublet is then a
Goldstone boson (GB) of the broken symmetry, and remains massless and with a flat
potential at that scale. Yukawa and gauge interactions break explicitly the global
symmetry. However, the models are built in such a way that the loop diagrams
giving non-symmetric contributions must contain at least two different couplings.
This collective breaking keeps the Higgs sector free of one-loop quadratic top-quark
and gauge contributions (see [59, 60] for a recent review). Two types of models
have been extensively considered in the literature: the ones based on a simple group
(littlest SU(5) model [61, 62, 63]) and the ones based on a product group (simplest
SU(3)× SU(3) model [64, 65]) of global symmetries. We will work on the latter in
this chapter.

These LH models, however, suffer tensions that push the value of f in different
directions. A scale low enough to solve the little hierarchy problem suggests f ≤ 1
TeV. On the other hand, LH models introduce new gauge vector bosons of mass
proportional to f that mix with the EW bosons. This mixing implies f ≥ 3 TeV
in order to be consistent with precision data. The generic solution to this problem
proposed in the literature is the presence of a discrete symmetry known as T par-
ity. Such symmetry forbids the mixing of particles of different parity and implies
acceptable corrections to the EW observables even for f ≈ 700 GeV.

In this chapter we will propose an alternative solution. We will see that in the
simplest model it is possible to separate the mass of the extra T quark, which is
responsible for the cancellation of the dominant top-quark corrections to µ2, from
the mass of the extra vector bosons. A scenario with a 600 GeV T quark and 2 TeV
extra gauge bosons would be efficient both to cancel dangerous quadratic corrections
and to avoid excessive mixing with the standard vector bosons.

After a short review of the simplest LH model, we show how to accommodate such
scenario, and we analyze its phenomenological implications in Higgs and top-quark
physics. In addition, we show that the collective breaking of the global symmetry in
the original model is not adequate to give an acceptable mass for the Higgs boson.
We study the one-loop effective potential and show that an approximate symmetry
(as opposed to the one broken collectively) implies the separation between the T and
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the Z ′ and W ′ masses and could also solve the insufficient value of the Higgs mass
in the usual model. This chapter is based on the two publications [1, 2].

2.1 Global symmetries and Goldstone bosons

The generic idea is that the Higgs appears as a GB of a global symmetry broken
spontaneously above the EW scale. If the symmetry is exact, the GBs are massless
and their couplings are only derivatives. Let us see a few examples as an introduc-
tion.

The U(1) case

Consider a theory with a single complex scalar field φ with potential V (φ∗φ) invariant
under the global U(1) symmetry transformations φ → eiαφ . If the minimum of the
potential is at some distance f from the origin we may express φ as

φ(x) =

(

f +
r(x)√

2

)

eiθ(x)/f . (2.1)

Rewriting the Lagrangian in terms of these new fields we find that the radial mode
r (with mass of order f) is invariant under U(1) whereas θ shifts

θ → θ + α . (2.2)

The potential does not change with θ (it has a flat direction), implying that θ is
massless and without self-interactions: it is the GB of the broken global symmetry.

θ

r

Figure 2.1: The ‘Mexican hat’ potential for φ. The black dot represents the vacuum
expectation value f , r is the radial mode and θ the Goldstone boson.

The SU(N) case

Generalizing to the non-Abelian case, we will find one GB for each independent
broken symmetry. The VEV of a single fundamental field φ of SU(N) will always
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break SU(N) to SU(N − 1). Since all the possibilities are equivalent (related by
the SU(N) symmetry), we may take the lowest component as the only one with a
nontrivial VEV. The number of broken generators is the dimension of SU(N) minus
the dimension of SU(N − 1),

[N2 − 1]− [(N − 1)2 − 1] = 2N − 1 . (2.3)

The GBs can be parametrized

φ = eiπ
a(x)Ta/fφ0 = exp



















i

f











π1
...

πN−1

π∗
1 · · ·π∗

N−1 π0/
√
2







































0
...
0

f + r(x)√
2











≡ eiΠ/fφ0 ,

(2.4)
where πa(x) are real fields and T a are the generators of the broken symmetries. The
field π0 is real while the fields π1 · · ·πN−1 are complex. The last equality defines a
convenient short-hand notation. Under an unbroken SU(N − 1) transformation the
GBs go to

φ → UN−1 φ = (UN−1 e
iΠ U †

N−1)UN−1 φ0 = ei(UN−1 ΠU†
N−1

) φ0 , (2.5)

where we have used that φ0 is invariant under the unbroken UN−1. Therefore, the
GBs transform in the usual linear way,

Π → UN−1 ΠU
†
N−1 . (2.6)

More explicitly, the unbroken SU(N − 1) transformations are

UN−1 =

(

ÛN−1 0
0 1

)

. (2.7)

The real GB π0 is then a singlet, whereas the N−1 complex GBs transform as





0 ~π

~π† 0



→ UN−1





0 ~π

~π† 0



U †
N−1 =





0 ÛN−1~π

~π†Û †
N−1 0



 , (2.8)

where we have used a vector notation ~π to represent the N−1 complex GBs as
a column vector. Therefore, ~π transforms in the fundamental representation of
SU(N − 1),

~π → ÛN−1~π . (2.9)
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Under the broken symmetry we have

φ → U eiΠ φ0 = exp

{

i

(

0 ~α
~α† 0

)}

exp

{

i

(

0 ~π
~π† 0

)}

φ0

≡ exp

{

i

(

0 ~π′

~π′† 0

)}

UN−1(~α, ~π) φ0

= exp

{

i

(

0 ~π′

~π′† 0

)}

φ0 , (2.10)

where we have used that any SU(N) transformation can be written as the product of
a transformation in the coset SU(N)/SU(N−1) times an SU(N−1) transformation.
The UN−1(~α, ~π) transformation, which depends on ~α and ~π, leaves φ0 invariant and
can therefore be removed. For infinitesimal transformations one obtains

~π → ~π′ = ~π + δ~α . (2.11)

Like in the U(1) case, the shift symmetry ensures that GBs define flat directions in
the potential and can only have derivative interactions.

2.2 The simplest Little Higgs model

The scalar sector of the simplest LH model [64] contains two triplets, φ1 and φ2,
under a global SU(3)1 × SU(3)2 × U(1)χ

1 symmetry:

φ1 → eiθ
a
1
Ta

φ1 , φ2 → eiθ
a
2
Ta

φ2 , (2.12)

where T a are the SU(3) generators. It is then assumed that these triplets get VEVs
f1,2 and break the global symmetry to SU(2)1 × SU(2)2 × U(1)Y . The spectrum of
scalar fields at this scale will consist of 10 massless modes (the GBs of the broken
symmetry) plus two massive fields (with masses of order f1 and f2). In particular,
if the two VEVs are

〈φ1〉 =





0
0
f1



 , 〈φ2〉 =





0
0
f2



 , (2.13)

it is possible to parametrize the fields like

φ1 = e+iΘ′

e
+i

f2
f1

Θ







0
0

f1 +
r1√
2






, φ2 = e+iΘ′

e
−i

f1
f2

Θ







0
0

f2 +
r2√
2






, (2.14)

1See the next section to understand the reason to add the U(1)χ symmetry.
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where

Θ′ =
1

f





η′/
√
3 0 h′

0 η′/
√
3 ĥ

h
′† ĥ† −2η′/

√
3



 , Θ =
1

f





η/
√
2 0 h0

0 η/
√
2 h−

h0† h+ η/
√
2



 ,

(2.15)
f =

√

f 2
1 + f 2

2 and r1,2 are massive scalars of order f1,2, respectively.

If now, in order to remove some of the GBs, the diagonal combination of SU(3)1×
SU(3)2 and the U(1)χ are made local, i.e.,

φ1(2) → eiθ
a(x)Ta

φ1(2) , (2.16)

then the VEVs also break the local symmetry SU(3)L × U(1)χ to the SM group
SU(2)L×U(1)Y . In the unitary gauge, 5 GBs, the ones in Θ′, disappear. The other
5 GBs (the complex doublet (h0 h−) and the CP-odd η) are parametrized as

φ1 = e
+i

f2
f1

Θ(x)







0
0

f1 +
r1√
2






, φ2 = e

−i
f1
f2

Θ(x)







0
0

f2 +
r2√
2






, (2.17)

with Θ(x) defined in Eq.(2.15).

Color and hypercharge

The addition of the gauge SU(3)C symmetry is straightforward. The hypercharge
results from the combination

Y =
−1√
3
T 8 +X , (2.18)

where X is the generator of U(1)χ and T 8 the charge

T 8 =
1

2
√
3





1
1

−2



 (2.19)

in SU(3)L. With this embedding of the SM symmetry the components in a SU(3)
triplet are

φi = 3−1/3 =





φ0

φ−

s0



 . (2.20)
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Exotic matter content

The fermion content must be accommodated in complete multiples of the local
SU(3)C × SU(3)L × U(1)χ gauge symmetry. In particular, the SU(2)L doublets
become triplets:

(

t
b

)

,

(

ν
e

)

−→ ΨQ =





t
b
T



 , ΨL =





ν
e
N



 , (2.21)

where T and N are singlets under SU(2)L with electric charge QT = 2
3
and QN = 0,

respectively. The Yukawa sector must give these extra fields a mass at the scale f .
To see how it works, we will just discuss the third family, being the arguments for
the lighter generations analogous. Instead of a quark singlet tc we will add two of
them, tc1 and tc2, together with a neutral lepton singlet nc.

(i) In the top-quark sector one assumes

−Lt = λ1 φ
†
1ΨQt

c
1 + λ2 φ

†
2ΨQt

c
2 + h.c. , (2.22)

where, from now on, all fermions are two-component spinors. As we will see in
the next section, these two Yukawas are necessary to give mass both to the top
and the T quarks. Moreover, if λ1 or λ2 were zero the global symmetry protecting
the Higgs mass would be exact in this sector. Therefore, diagrams containing only
one of the two couplings do not break the symmetry and do not contribute to µ2.
This mechanism is known as collective symmetry breaking. The one-loop diagram in

φ1 φ2

tc1(2)

ψQ

Figure 2.2: Forbidden diagrams in the top quark sector.

Fig. 2.2 breaks the global SU(3)1×SU(3)2 symmetry and would introduce quadratic
contributions to µ2, but it is absent if λ1,2 are the only non-zero couplings. At one
loop the dominant contribution to µ2 comes from the diagram in Fig. 2.3, which
introduces a logarithmic correction ∼ m2

T ln Λ that would be acceptable.
(ii) The lepton sector with a massive N reads,

−Lν = λν1 φ
†
1ΨLn

c + h.c. . (2.23)
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φ1 φ2

ψQ t2

ψQt1

< φ1 >

< φ2 >

Figure 2.3: Diagram connecting φ1 and φ2.

Diagrams with either φ1 or φ2 are allowed, but not both simultaneously. If both
terms appear we would find diagrams of the kind of Fig. 2.4 giving quadratic con-
tributions to µ2.

nc

ψL

λν1 λν2

φ2φ1

Figure 2.4: Forbidden diagram in the lepton sector.

Summarizing, the matter content is three families with quantum numbers under
SU(3)C × SU(3)L × U(1)χ:

ΨQ = (3, 3) 1

3

ΨL = (1, 3)− 1

3

bc = (3̄, 1) 1

3

ec = (1, 1)1
2× tc = (3̄, 1)− 2

3

nc = (1, 1)0

(2.24)

In the gauge-boson sector we have 8 massive particles plus the photon as the
SU(3)L × U(1)X symmetry breaks into U(1)EM . Five of these massive vector fields
are neutral and the other four are charged. Of course, the EW gauge bosons are
included among them.
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2.3 A light T quark

The purpose of Little Higgs models is to protect the mass squared of the Higgs from
one-loop quadratic contributions using a global symmetry, rising the natural cut-off
of the theory up to ≈ 10 TeV. This requires an extra T quark lighter than 1 TeV.
On the other hand, the extra vector bosons that have been introduced to absorb the
extra GBs of the global symmetry must be heavy enough to avoid unacceptable four
fermion operators and, specially, a too large mixing with the EW gauge bosons. The
value of this mixing is very constrained by LEP data and other precision experiments
and requires f =

√

f 2
1 + f 2

2 ≥ 3 TeV [64, 66, 67, 68]. However, this condition is not
necessarily fulfilled with two VEVs of the same order; one could have, for example,
f2 ≥ 3 TeV and the other VEV significantly smaller. It turns out that in order
to keep a light T quark the latter choice is more convenient. At the scale f and
neglecting the EW VEV Eq.(2.22) implies a massless top quark and a T quark with
mass mT :

−Lt ⊃ λ1 f1T t
c
1 + λ2 f2T t

c
2 + h.c. = mT TT

c + h.c. , (2.25)

where mT =
√

λ21f
2
1 + λ22f

2
2 and T c = sα t

c
1 + cα t

c
2, with sα = λ1f1/

√

λ21f
2
1 + λ22f

2
2 .

To obtain a mass for the T quark smaller than f is possible if f1 ≪ f2 and λ2 ≪ λ1.
Once the Higgs field gets a VEV, the top quark mixes with the extra T quark
defining the mass eigenstates

t′ = cθ t− sθ T , T ′ = sθ t+ cθ T , (2.26)

where we denote VTb ≡ sθ.
The mixing of T with the top quark introduces gauge couplings with the W and

Z bosons for the extra T quark:

LW = − g√
2
tσµb W+

µ + h.c.

= − g√
2

(

√

1− V 2
Tb t

′
σµb+ VTb T

′
σµb

)

W+
µ + h.c. , (2.27)

LZ ⊃ − g

2cW

(

t T
)

σµ

(

1 0
0 0

)(

t
T

)

Zµ

≈ − g

2cW

(

t
′
T

′
)

σµ

(

1− V 2
Tb VTb

VTb V 2
Tb

)(

t′

T ′

)

Zµ . (2.28)

As we see, we obtain top-quark flavor-changing neutral currents coupled to the Z
boson. This same kind of currents also appear in Yukawa couplings with the Higgs
boson. In this regard, it is important to mention that in models with a vectorlike T
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Figure 2.5: Allowed values of the coupling |VTb| of the extra T quark (shaded) as a
function of its mass [69].

quark it is usually assumed that T couples to the Higgs boson only through mixing
with the top quark. This implies a Yukawa coupling VTbmT /v [69]. In our model,
however, the Higgs couples to T and T c even if the mixing term VTb is zero, since h
includes an order mt/mT singlet component (see next section).

The presence of a T quark has phenomenological consequences. In [69] Aguilar-
Saavedra discusses the constraints on VTb from precision observables as a function
of the T -quark mass (see Fig. 2.5). It is remarkable that the limits vanish when
mT → mt; a heavier T quark would take (through mixing) part of the t quark
interaction to the EW bosons changing the standard corrections to EW observables.

2.4 Little Higgs or extra single model?

To break the EW symmetry the Higgs field h0 has to get a potential (see next
sections) defining a non-zero VEV

〈h0〉 = u/
√
2 . (2.29)
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This would translate into the following triplet VEVs:

〈φ1〉 = e
+i

f2
f1

〈Θ〉





0
0
f1



 , 〈φ2〉 = e
−i

f1
f2

〈Θ〉





0
0
f2



 , (2.30)

where

〈Θ〉 = 1

f





0 0 u/
√
2

0 0 0

u/
√
2 0 0



 . (2.31)

Working out the expression we obtain

〈φ1〉 =





if1s1
0
f1c1



 , 〈φ2〉 =





−if2s2
0
f2c2



 , (2.32)

with

s1 ≡ sin
uf2√
2ff1

, s2 ≡ sin
uf1√
2ff2

. (2.33)

In previous literature the way to carry out this point has usually been through a
first order approximation

〈φ1〉 ∼





iuf2√
2f

0
f1



 , 〈φ2〉 ∼





−iuf1√
2f

0
f2



 , (2.34)

that may not be good if f ≈ f2 ≫ f1 > u/
√
2 and that would make our argument

below less apparent.
Since the upper components of the triplets transform as a SU(2)L doublet, it is

clear that in order to get the mass of the W and Z bosons we need

√

f 2
1 s

2
1 + f 2

2 s
2
2 =

v√
2
≈ 174 GeV . (2.35)

If f ≈ f2 ≫ f1 we obtain

s1 ≈ sin
u√
2f1

, s2 ≈
uf1√
2f 2

, (2.36)

and the EW scale would just be

v√
2
≈ f1s1 . (2.37)
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The Higgs h is obtained expanding h0 (in the unitary gauge) as h0 = (u+h)/
√
2.

We find that h has a singlet and a doublet component:

φ1 ≈













if1(s1 cos
h√
2f1

+ c1 sin
h√
2f1

)

0

f1(c1 cos
h√
2f1

− s1 sin
h√
2f1

)













=
1√
2





ic1h
0

−s1h



+ ... (2.38)

If f1 is much larger than the EW scale, s1 will be small and h mainly a doublet.
However, if f1 is ∼ v/

√
2, the singlet component s1 grows large. In this case, the

doublet component lost by h becomes part of the radial scalar r1 whose mass is ∼ f1.

This is a generic issue of the LH models. The scale f of a broken global symmetry
is always defined by the VEV of a SU(2)L singlet, implying a massive mode (a
radial singlet of mass mr ∼ f) in addition to the GBs (the Higgs). Then, the EW
symmetry breaking mixes the Higgs with this massive singlet. This mechanism is
at work in any framework were the Higgs is a pseudo-GB of a global symmetry,
including composite Higgs models: the resulting Higgs will always include a singlet
component of order v/(

√
2f). In our model the effect is even more relevant because

the scale of global symmetry breaking is split in two, f1 and f2, and it is the lighter
VEV the one defining the singlet component.

Let us now see the consequences of having a singlet component in the Higgs
field. We consider a Higgs field h and a massive scalar r1 that include both SU(2)L
doublet d and singlet s components:

d = c1h+ s1r1

s = −s1h+ c1r1 (2.39)

The scalar h gets a VEV u, but the Z boson only couples to the doublet component
in h (suppressed by a factor of c21), getting a mass

L ⊃ g2〈h〉2c21
8 cos2 θW

ZµZ
µ (2.40)

To fit the measured value of MZ the Higgs VEV u must be larger than the one (v)
in the SM, to compensate the appearance of the cosine multiplying:

〈h〉 = u =
v

c1
(2.41)

The gauge coupling of the Z boson with the Higgs boson appears suppressed (see
Fig. 2.6):

L ⊃ g2h2c21
8cos2θW

ZµZ
µ , (2.42)
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i.e.,
g

gSM
= c1 . (2.43)

The same consequence is deduced from the mass of theW boson (the ρ =M2
W/M

2
Z cos2 θW

parameter does not change) and the coupling to the Higgs boson.
In the Yukawa top-quark sector we have

−L ⊃ yt√
2
dttc + h.c.

=
yt√
2
(c1 (u+ h) + s1r1) + h.c. , (2.44)

which implies

mt =
ytc1u√

2
(2.45)

and
−L ⊃ mttt

c +
mt

v
c1htt

c . (2.46)

Therefore, the top-quark Yukawa coupling is also suppressed by a factor c1 respect
to the value in the SM.

Summarizing, since the singlet component of h does not couple, both its gauge
(g and g′) and Yukawa (

√
2mf/v) couplings will appear suppressed by a factor of c1.

These anomalous LH couplings have nothing to do with the non-linear realization
of the scalar fields, they just reflect the mixing with the scalar singlet massive at
the scale of the global symmetry breaking. As we mentioned above, in our case f1
can be close to v/

√
2 while consistent with all precision data, and the effect may be

large enough to be observable at the LHC.
Notice also that the Little Higgs h, not being a pure doublet, only unitarizes

partially the SM cross sections involving massive vector bosons. In particular, the
cut-off at ≈ 1 TeV set by WW elastic scattering would be moved up to (1/s1) TeV.
Below that scale the massive scalar r1 (or a techni-ρ in composite models) should
complete the unitarization.

A final comment concerns the limit f1 → v/
√
2. The GB h becomes there a pure

SU(2)L singlet, and the (unprotected) field r1, massive at the scale f1, becomes
a doublet and is the real Higgs that breaks the EW symmetry. In this limit, the
natural cut-off would be the same as in the SM, whereas in the general case with
f1 > v/

√
2 it is at ≈ 4πf1.

2.5 Phenomenology

The three basic ingredients of the LH models under study here are the presence of
heavy vector bosons, a relatively light T quark, and a sizable singlet component in
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Figure 2.6: Suppression of the top quark (solid) and the gauge (dashes) couplings
versus the SM values for VTb = 0.20, 0.15 and different values of mT .

the Higgs field. A fourth ingredient, the presence of the CP -odd light scalar η (in
Eq. (2.15)), also a GB of the global symmetry, seems more model dependent (see
next section). Let us briefly analyze the phenomenological consequences of these
ingredients.

1. Effects on EW precision observables.

(i) The massive gauge bosons would introduce mixing with the standard
bosons and four fermion operators. This could manifest as a shift in the
Z mass and other precision data. However, none of these effects is observable
if f2 ≥ 3 TeV [64].

(ii) The effects on EW precision observables due to the singlet component of
the Higgs field are also negligible even if the extra scalar r1 is heavier than the
Higgs boson. Although the Yukawa coupling of the top with the neutral Higgs
is here smaller than in the SM, it is the coupling with the would be GBs (the
scalars eaten by the W and Z bosons) what determines the large top quark
radiative corrections, and these are not affected by the presence of singlets.

(iii) The bounds on a vectorlike T quark from precision EW data have been
extensively studied in the literature, we will comment here the results in [69]
as they apply to LH models in a straightforward way.
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The mixing of the top quark with the T singlet reduces its coupling with the
Z boson. This, in turn, affects the top quark radiative corrections (triangle
diagrams) to the Zbb vertex, which is measured in the partial width Z to bb
[Rb = Γ(Z → bb)/Γ(Z → hadrons)] and forward-backward asymmetries. The
heavier T quark also gives this type of corrections to the Zbb vertex, and for
low values of mT both effects tend to cancel (i.e., if mT = mt the vertex Zbb
is the same as in the SM). For large values of mT (above 500 GeV) the upper
bound on VTb from precision b physics is around 0.2 [69].

The T quark would also appear in vacuum polarization diagrams, affecting
the oblique parameters S, T , and U . For degenerate masses (mT = mt)
the corrections to T and U vanish for any value of the mixing VTb and the
correction to S is small (∆S ≈ −0.16VTb). For large values of mT the only
oblique parameter with a sizable correction is T (∆T ≈ 2.7VTb for mT = 500
GeV), but the limits on VTb are in this case smaller than the ones from Rb

[69].

2. The phenomenological impact of these models on Higgs physics at hadron
colliders may be important. The main effects can be summarized as follows.

(i) Suppression of the gg → h cross section (Fig. 2.7). This effect is due to
the suppression of the top-quark Yukawa coupling relative to the SM value
(see Fig. 2.6) and also to the contribution of the extra T quark. Although
this second factor is numerically less important, it is remarkable that always
interferes destructively in the amplitude: the relative minus sign versus the
top-quark contribution follows from the cancellation of quadratic corrections
to the squared of the Higgs mass parameter.

t T

Figure 2.7: Diagrams contributing to gg → H .

It is easy to obtain approximate expressions for this suppression factor in the
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limit of mh ≪ mt, mT [70, 71]:

Rgg ≡
σ(gg → h)

σSM(gg → h)
≈

(

yt
ySMt

+
yTv

mT

)2

≈
(

c1cθ + s1sθ − t1s
2
α(s1cθ − c1sθ)

)2

≈ c21 (2.47)

In Fig. 2.8 we plot the ratio Rgg ≡ σ(gg → h)/σSM(gg → h) for different
values of VTb and mT . For mH = 150 GeV the approximation above is good
at the 1% level. This effect, which could hide the Higgs at the LHC, has been
recently discussed in general models with scalar singlets [72, 73] and also in
the framework of LH models with T parity [74].

(ii) Suppression in the production cross sections that involve gauge interac-
tions: WW → h, qq → Wh, etc. (Fig 2.9). In Fig. 2.8 we also plot the
ratio RWW ≡ σ(WW → h)/σSM(WW → h) ≈ c21. It is remarkable that for
mH = 150 GeV the suppression in these cross sections coincides with the one
in σ(gg → h) at the 1% level.

(iii) New production channels through T -quark decay [75]. A T quark of mass
below 600 GeV will be copiously produced at the LHC. In particular, the cross
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Figure 2.9: Diagrams WW → h and qq → Wh.

section to produce TT pairs in pp collisions goes from 104 fb for mT = 400
GeV to 103 fb for mT = 600 GeV [76, 77]. Once produced, a T quark may
decay into Wb, Zt, ht and ηt [78, 79]. We find an approximate relation among
the partial widths in the limit of mT much larger than the mass of the final
particles:

Γ(T →Wb) ≈ α

16s2W
V 2
Tb

m3
T

M2
W

Γ(T → Zt) ≈ 1

2
Γ(T →Wb)

Γ(T → ht) ≈ 1

2
(c21 +

s21
t2α
) Γ(T → Wb)

Γ(T → ηt) ≈ 1

2
(s21 +

c21
t2α
) Γ(T → Wb) (2.48)

Notice that the T quark will decay through the 4 channels with branching
ratios that are independent of VTb. T →W+b gives the best discovery potential
for the T quark, whereas the Higgs h will be produced with a branching ratio
close to the 20%. The detailed signal and background study at the LHC
in [76, 77] shows that TT → W+bth → W+bW−bh and TT → htht →
W+bW−bhh give a very high statistical significance for the Higgs (around 10σ
for 30 fb−1). We expect similar results in this model, although the presence
of the scalar η can open new decay channels for the Higgs. In particular,
if mh > 2mη the coupling hηη opens the interesting channel h → ηη → 4b
[80] that, together with the suppression in the hZZ coupling, could loosen
considerably the 114 GeV LEP bound on the Higgs mass.
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2.6 Global symmetry breaking effects and effec-

tive potential

In LH models the global symmetry is not exact, it is broken at the one-loop level.
These loop corrections generate a potential for the GBs that should imply the right
EW VEV and an acceptable mass for the Higgs boson and for the extra η scalar.
In this section we study the one-loop effective potential for these fields in the usual
simplest LH model with collective symmetry breaking. We will show that such model
is not able to accommodate the splitting of f1 and f2 together with an acceptable
Higgs potential, and in the next section we will propose a variation of the model.

The one-loop effective potential (or Coleman-Weinberg potential) [81] for h and
η can be expressed in terms of the masses that the different fields would get if these
scalars grow a VEV. Therefore, we will start finding the mass-eigenstates of both
the fermion and the gauge boson sectors.

Fermion masses

We will just consider the top-quark sector, as the lighter fermions give negligible
contributions. In the case with collective breaking the Yukawas read

−Lt = λ1 φ
†
1ΨQt

c
1 + λ2 φ

†
2ΨQt

c
2 + h.c. , (2.49)

Once the Higgs gets a VEV we find the mass matrix

−Lt ⊃
(

t T
)

(

λ1f1s1 −λ2f2s2
λ1f1c1 λ2f2c2

)(

tc1
tc2

)

, (2.50)

with

s1(h) = sin
hf2√
2ff1

, s2(h) = sin
hf1√
2ff2

. (2.51)

This expression is independent of the VEV of the η field, which appears as a phase
that can be absorbed by the fields and thus remains massless.

Working out the diagonalization we find the masses of the top and the T quarks:

m2
t(T )(h) =

M2

2

(

1− (+)
√

1− s22α s
2
12(h)

)

, (2.52)

where

s12(h) = sin
hf√
2f1f2

,

M2 = λ21f
2
1 + λ22f

2
2 ,

s2α =
2λ1λ2f1f2
λ21f

2
1 + λ22f

2
2

. (2.53)
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The Coleman-Weinberg expression for the fermion contribution to the one-loop po-
tential is

Vtop = − 3

16π2
Λ2 Tr [m†m] +

3

16π2
Tr [(m†m)2 log

(

Λ2

m2

)

] . (2.54)

The global symmetry has some important implications on Vtop. First of all, Tr [m
†m] =

m2
t +m2

T is a constant (it does not depend on h), so the quadratic contribution is
zero. Moreover, up to a constant we can write

Vtop =
3

16π2
m4

t log

(

m2
T

m2
t

)

+
3

16π2

(

m4
t +m4

T

)

log

(

Λ2

m2
T

)

. (2.55)

This potential can be understood as the usual top quark quartic correction below
mT plus a contribution proportional to

m4
t +m4

T =
M4

2

(

2− s22α
)

s212(h) (2.56)

above that scale. The latter contribution is logarithmically divergent and it will
redefine (renormalize) the quartic coupling to

ψQ

ψQ

φ2φ1

φ2

φ1

tc2

tc1

a
(

φ†
1φ2

)

1

(

φ†
2φ1

)

1

⊃ a f 2
1 f

2
2

(

1− s212(h)
)

.

where the subindex 1 indicates that the triplets are combined into a SU(3) singlet.
The sensibility of the potential to the ultraviolet physics can be taken into account
considering a as a free parameter or, equivalently, taking a = 0 and varying the
cut-off freely.

Gauge boson masses

All the masses come from the covariant kinetic terms (DµΦi)
†(DµΦi) of the triplets

Φ1,2. We will separate the study of the charged and the neutral gauge bosons.
(i) In the charged sector we have

Dµφ1 ⊃ −ig
∑

i=1,2,6,7

Ai
µT

iφ1 =
gf1√
2





0
s1Wµ − c1W

′
µ

0



 , (2.57)
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where we have defined

W =
1√
2

(

A1
µ + iA2

µ

)

, W ′ =
1√
2

(

A7
µ + iA6

µ

)

, (2.58)

with an analogous expression for Dµφ2. In this basis the mass matrix reads

g2

2

(

f 2
1 s

2
1 + f 2

2 s
2
2 f 2

2 s2c2 − f 2
1 s1c1

f 2
2 s2c2 − f 2

1 s1c1 f 2
1 c

2
1 + f 2

2 c
2
2

)

, (2.59)

and has the eigenvalues

M2
W1(W2)

=
g2f 2

4

(

1− (+)
√

1− s22β s
2
12

)

, (2.60)

where

s2β ≡ 2
f1f2
f 2

. (2.61)

Notice that, again, the two masses add to a constant independent of the Higgs
VEV (in s1,2), which will imply no quadratic divergences in the potential at the
one-loop level.

(ii) In the neutral sector we find

Dµφ1 ⊃
(

−ig
∑

i=3,4,5,8

Ai
µT

iφ1 +
igX
3
AX

µ

)

=
gf1
2













s1
√
1 + t2Zµ + s1

1− t2√
3− t2

Z ′
µ − c1A

5
µ − ic1A

4
µ

0

s1A
4
µ + is1A

5
µ + i2c1

1√
3− t2

Z ′
µ













, (2.62)

where

t =
g′

g
=

√
3

gX
√

3g2 + g2X
(2.63)

and

Z ′
µ =

√

1− t2

3
A8

µ +
t√
3
AX

µ ,

Zµ =
1√

1 + t2

(

A3
µ +

t2√
3
A8

µ − t

√

1− t2

3
AX

µ

)

. (2.64)

The mass matrix of (Zµ , Z
′
µ , A

4
µ , A

5
µ) is then
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g2

2























(1 + t2)(f 2
1 s

2
1 + f 2

2 s
2
2)

(1−t2)
√
1+t2√

3−t2
(f 2

1 s
2
1 + f 2

2 s
2
2) 0 −

√
1 + t2(f 2

1 s1c1 − f 2
2 s2c2)

(1+t2)
√
1+t2√

3−t2
(f 2

1 s
2
1 + f 2

2 s
2
2)

(1−t2)2

3−t2
(f 2

1 s
2
1 + f 2

2 s
2
2)+

4
3−t2

(f 2
1 c

2
1 + f 2

2 c
2
2)

0 1+t2√
3−t2

(f 2
1 s1c1 − f 2

2 s2c2)

0
0 f 2 0

−
√
1 + t2(f 2

1 s1c1 − f 2
2 s2c2)

1−t2√
3−t2

(f 2
1 s1c1 − f 2

2 s2c2) 0 f 2























.

(2.65)
It is easy to see that, again, the trace of this matrix does not depend on the

Higgs VEV:

Tr [M2] =
g2

2

(

4

3− t3
+ 2

)

f 2 , (2.66)

implying the absence of one-loop quadratic divergences. The mixing terms of A5
µ

with Zµ and Z ′
µ were overlooked in [64]. Although they cancel at the lowest order in

v/(
√
2f), we will see that they are essential to obtain the right ultraviolet dependence

of the effective potential.
The total one-loop contribution from the gauge fields to the effective potential

is then

Vgauge =
3

64π2
Λ2

gTr [M
2] +

3

64π2
Tr [M4 log

(

Λ2
g

M2

)

] . (2.67)

As explained before, the quadratic divergence vanishes. The second term gives
the usual W± and Z corrections up to the scale ≈ gf where the extra vector bosons
get mass and, above it, there is an SU(3)-symmetric logarithmic divergence propor-
tional to the sum of all vector bosons masses to the fourth power. In particular, in
the charged sector we have (Wi carries particle plus antiparticle)

M4
W1

+M4
W2

=
g4f 4

4

(

1− 1

2
s22β s

2
12(h)

)

, (2.68)

whereas the four neutral vectors give

4
∑

i=1

M4
Zi

=
g4f 4

2

(

1 +
8

(3− t2)2
− 1 + t2

3− t2
s22β s

2
12(h)

)

. (2.69)

We could redefine (renormalize) these divergent terms into a term identical to the
one obtained in the fermion sector plus the operator

b
(

φ†
1φ2

)

8

(

φ†
2φ1

)

8

⊃ 2b

3
f 2
1 f

2
2

(

2 + s212(h)
)

. (2.70)
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We find that the ultraviolet physics (quartic terms proportional to a and b or the
cut-offs Λt,g in the top-quark and gauge sectors) can only define the coefficient of
a term proportional to s212(h). This single arbitrary parameter from the ultraviolet
completion will not be enough (see below) to obtain a Higgs mass above 114 GeV.

Higgs mass from collective symmetry breaking

The effective potential obtained in the previous subsection only depends on λ1,2 and
the cut-off Λt (it actually depends on a combination of Λt and Λg, so we fix Λg = 5
TeV). These three parameter must reproduce the Z boson mass (MZ = 91 GeV)
(i.e., the right Higgs VEV) and the top quark mass (mt = 171 GeV). Fig. 2.10
shows the maximum value of the Higgs mass in the model with collective symmetry
breaking for f2 = 3 TeV and values of f1 between 200 GeV and 1 TeV.
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Figure 2.10: Maximum value of the Higgs mass in the model with collective sym-
metry breaking for f2 = 3 TeV and different values of f1.

For the plot we have required a mass of the extra T quark below 2 TeV (since
we look for natural cancellations of the quadratic corrections) and a mixing with
the top quark VTb smaller than 0.25. Thus, Fig. 2.10 shows the maximum value of
the Higgs mass in the model with collective symmetry breaking for f2 = 3 TeV and
different values of f1, with values for the other parameters satisfying the conditions
exposed before. Increasing f2 does not change significantly the results.
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2.7 Effective potential in a modified model

To get an acceptable effective potential we will change the selecting principle for
Yukawa couplings and thus the way the global symmetry in broken in the top-quark
sector. Instead of two similar couplings λ1,2 implying collective breaking, we will
assume an approximate symmetry suppressing some of the couplings by a factor of
ǫ ≈ 0.1. Such a framework seems more natural in order to separate f1 from f2 and
obtain heavy gauge bosons together with a lighter T quark.

The Lagrangian may contain now four couplings,

−Lt = λ1 φ
†
1ΨQt

c
1 + λ2 φ

†
2ΨQt

c
2 +

λ′1 φ
†
1ΨQt

c
2 + λ′2 φ

†
2ΨQt

c
1 + h.c. . (2.71)

In the original simplest LH model only λ1,2 are not zero and diagrams must contain
both couplings simultaneously to break the SU(3)1 × SU(3)2 symmetry. In our
model, the global SU(3)1×SU(3)2 symmetry is approximate in this sector: ΨQ is a
triplet under SU(3)1 and a singlet under SU(3)2, which implies that the couplings λ1
and λ′1 are order 1. On the other hand, after this assignments the couplings λ2 and
λ′2 will break the symmetry, and we will take them one order of magnitude smaller.
In addition, making a redefinition of the fields we can take, with all generality,
λ′1 = 0:

λ1 φ
†
1ΨQt

c
1 + λ′1 φ

†
1ΨQt

c
2 =

√

λ21 + λ′21 φ
†
1ΨQ

(

λ1
√

λ21 + λ′21
tc1 +

λ′21
√

λ21 + λ′21
tc2

)

, (2.72)

defining

t̃c1 =
λ1

√

λ21 + λ′21
tc1 +

λ′21
√

λ21 + λ′21
tc2 , (2.73)

λ̃1 =
√

λ21 + λ′21 , (2.74)

we obtain λ̃′1 = 0.
While the usual model includes one-loop logarithmic corrections of type λ2 log Λ

to the Higgs mass, in our model there will be quadratic corrections, although sup-
pressed by factors of ǫ. These harder corrections will provide quartic couplings that
will rise the mass of the physical Higgs without introducing fine tuning for a cut-off
at 5–10 TeV.

Let us deduce the new contribution from the Yukawa sector to the effective
potential of the two physical GBs h and η. If these two fields get a VEV (〈h0〉 = u√

2
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and 〈η〉 = y), after a proper redefinition of the fermion fields they imply the following
fermion mass matrix in the top quark sector:

−Lt ⊃
(

t T
)

(

λ1f1s1 − eiθλ′2f2s2 −λ2f2s2 + e−iθλ′1f1s1
λ1f1c1 + eiθλ′2f2c2 λ2f2c2 + e−iθλ′1f1c1

)(

tc1
tc2

)

(2.75)

where

θ =
yf√
2f1f2

, (2.76)

and λ1,2 are real and positive.
Some comments are here in order.

• The mass of the extra T quark is

m2
T = (λ21 + λ′1

2
) f 2

1 + (λ22 + λ′2
2
) f 2

2 +2(λ1λ
′
2 + λ2λ

′
1) f1f2 c12cθ −m2

t , (2.77)

with

c12 ≡ cos
uf√
2f1f2

. (2.78)

As all the couplings except for λ1 are small, and this coupling only contributes
to mT multiplied by the smaller VEV f1, the approximate symmetry justifies
a light T quark.

• Unlike in the case of collective symmetry breaking (i.e., λ′1,2 = 0) the fermion
masses depend on the VEV y of the singlet η and will imply an acceptable
mass for this field.

• The smaller up and charm quark masses could appear if the assignments for the
quark triplets under the approximate symmetry are different: triplets under
the second SU(3)2 and singlets under the first one. In particular, the only large
Yukawas (one per family) should couple these triplets with φ2. This means
that the approximate symmetry would increase by a factor of ǫ−1 the extra
quarks corresponding to the first two families (mU,C ≈ f2) while suppressing
the mass of the standard fermions (λu,c ∼ ǫλt).

That would make the extra up-type quarks very heavy (mU,C ≈ f2), whereas
the up and the charm fields would couple to the Higgs with suppressed Yukawa
couplings.

• Down-type quarks (and also charged leptons) may get their mass through
dimension 5 operators [64] like:

−Lb ≈
yb
f
φ1φ2ΨQb

c + h.c. , (2.79)

but they neither require extra fields nor large couplings.
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• Finally, here the lepton doublets become triplets that include a SU(2)L singlet,
ψT
L = (ν e N). This forces the addition of a fermion singlet nc per family and

the Yukawa couplings

−Lν = λν1 φ
†
1ΨLn

c + λν2 φ
†
2ΨLn

c + h.c. . (2.80)

Once the Higgs gets a VEV we obtain

−Lν ⊃ i(λν2f2s2 − λν1f1s1)νn
c + (λν1f1c1 + λν2f2c2)Nn

c + h.c. . (2.81)

Redefining iν → ν:

−Lν ⊃ mN ′(sθν + cθN)nc + h.c. = mN ′N ′nc + h.c. , (2.82)

where N ′ = (sθν + cθN), sθ =
λν2f2s2 − λν1f1s1

mN ′

and

mN ′ =
√

λν1
2f 2

1 + λν2
2f 2

2 + λν1λ
ν
2f1f2c12. If ΨL is a triplet under SU(3)2 and a

singlet under SU(3)1, then the approximate symmetry implies λν2 ≈ 1 ≫ λν1.
The two fermion singlets N ′ (approximately N because sθ ∼ s2) and nc will
get masses ∼ λν2f2. We are introducing quadratic divergences proportional to
λν1λ

ν
2 , which are acceptable since λν2 is small. Moreover, in these models there

is an alternative to the usual see-saw mechanism. The massive Dirac neutrino
together with a small lepton number violating mass term:

−Lν ⊃ 1

2
m ncnc + h.c. (2.83)

of order 0.1 keV will generate standard Majorana neutrinos at one-loop of
mass 0.1 eV [82].

Summarizing, in these models all the extra right-handed neutrinos and the up-
type quarks excluding the one cancelling the quadratic corrections of the top quark
can be very heavy, with masses ∼ f2 ≈ 3 TeV.

The Higgs mass in the modified model

Let us find the Higgs mass in the model that we propose, with f1 ≈ 0.1f2, λ1 ≈ 1,
and the rest of the couplings in the top-quark sector at least one order of magnitude
smaller. We found new operators breaking the global symmetry in the one-loop effec-
tive potential that were not allowed in the model with collective symmetry breaking.
These couplings may imply a Higgs boson in agreement with LEP2 constraints and
also an acceptable mass for the singlet η. We will also quantify the amount of fine
tuning implied in the model.
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The basic new feature introduced by λ′1,2 in the top-quark sector is the following
quadratic divergence:

∆Vtop = − 3

16π2
Λ2

top

(

f 2
1

(

λ21 + λ′
2
1

)

+ f 2
2

(

λ22 + λ′
2
2

)

+

2f1f2 (λ1λ
′
2 + λ2λ

′
1) cos

hf√
2f1f2

cos
ηf√
2f1f2

)

.

(2.84)

This term is crucial to achieve an acceptable potential as it is proportional to c12(h),
while in the model with collective breaking all the ultraviolet contributions are
proportional to s212(h) (i.e., c

2
12(h)).

Let us consider a particular case. We will fix f1 = 400 GeV and f2 = 3 TeV.
We will take λ1 = 1.19, λ2 = −0.25, and λ′2 = 0.03 (λ′1 = 0 since it disappears after
a redefinition of the fields). For the cut-off we take Λt = Λg = 5 TeV and we add
an ultraviolet term a ∼ 1/16π2 (this is equivalent to take different cut-offs in each
sector).

Fig. 2.11 shows the different contributions to the effective potential and its total
value as functions of s1(h). The minimum, s1 = 0.43 (i.e., u = 259 GeV), reproduces
mZ = 91 GeV and mt = 171 GeV with a mass of the extra T quark of 920 GeV.
The potential implies mh = 156 GeV and mη = 107 GeV. Playing with f1, λ

′
2 and

a it is possible to get masses of the Higgs boson both smaller and larger.
In order to check if our solution needs fine tuning we have varied in a 5% the

VEV f1, the coupling λ′1 and the ultraviolet coupling constant a respect to the
values taken before. Fig. 2.12 shows the change on the Higgs potential caused by
the variation of each parameter. We find that the EW scale v/

√
2 changes up and

down in a 20% and 25% respectively, while mh varies between 126 GeV and 178
GeV. This is a check of the absence of fine tuning in the scalar sector.

Finally, note that we have obtained an acceptable Higgs mass with no need for a
µ term φ†

1φ2 put by hand in the scalar potential, as it is sometimes assumed in the
simplest LH model.
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Figure 2.11: One-loop Higgs potential as a function of s1(h) for the choice of pa-
rameters given in the text.
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Figure 2.12: Variation of the Higgs potential for a ±5% variation of f1 (dashes), λ
′
1

(long dashes) and a (dots) and the potential for the central values given in the text
(solid line). The EW scale changes in up to a +20% or a -25%, whereas mh varies
between 126 GeV and 178 GeV.
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Chapter 3

Top-pair production through extra
Higgs bosons

The main objective of the LHC is to reveal the nature of the mechanism breaking
the EW symmetry. Of course, the first step should be to determine the Higgs mass
and to check whether the Higgs couplings to fermions and vector bosons coincide
with the ones predicted within the SM. A second step, however, would be to search
for additional particles that may be related to new dynamics or symmetries present
at the TeV scale and that are the solution to the hierarchy problem.

The top-quark sector appears then as a promising place to start the search, as
it is there where the EW symmetry is broken the most (it contains the heaviest
fermion of the SM). Indeed, the main source of quadratic corrections destabilizing
the EW scale is the top quark, so the new physics should manifest at least in that
sector at low energies. This is the case, for example, studied in the previous chapter,
where a vectorlike T quark is introduced by a global symmetry [1, 2].

In addition, the new symmetry solving the hierarchy problem may also define a
non-minimal Higgs sector. In that case, the large Yukawa coupling of the top quark
with the Higgs boson (h) will also imply large couplings with the extra Higgses.
For example, in SUSY extensions h will come together with heavier Higgs fields: a
neutral scalar (H) and a pseudoscalar (A) [83, 84]. Also in the LH models discussed
before, the breaking of the global symmetry requires a massive scalar singlet (the
radial field r) that tends to be strongly coupled to the extra T quark. In general, the
large couplings of these scalar fields to colored particles could imply both a sizeable
production rate in hadron collisions and a dominant decay channel into tt̄.

It is well known that the top quark is crucial to understand the physics of the
Higgs boson at hadron colliders. In particular, the leading Higgs production channel
goes through a top-quark loop in gluon fusion. In this chapter we will explore the
opposite effect: how the Higgs may affect the production of top-quark pairs observed
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at the Tevatron and, specially, at the LHC. We will show that in the SM the Higgs
effects are not relevant because of a simple reason: a standard Higgs heavy enough
to be resonant in tt̄ production would have very strong coupling to itself (i.e., to
the GBs eaten by the W and Z bosons), much stronger than to the top quark. As
a consequence, its large width would dilute all the effects. In contrast, we will show
that in models with extra Higgses below the TeV scale the new fields can be heavy
enough (above the 2mt threshold) with no need for a large self-coupling and thus a
dominant decay mode into tt̄. These fields may provide observable anomalies in the
tt̄ invariant mass distribution (mtt̄) measured at colliders.

We will first review the analytical expressions [85, 86] for the parton-level process
gg → tt̄ in QCD and mediated by a generic scalar or pseudoscalar field produced at
one loop (see Fig. 3.1–right). In the loop we will put the top or a heavier T quark.
Then we will use these expressions to study the possible effect of a heavy standard
Higgs with mh > 2mt. We will introduce SUSY and apply the same type of analysis
both to SUSY and LH Higgs bosons, studying in each case the parton-level cross
sections and the possible signal at the LHC. Finally, we will also comment on the
possible relevance at the Tevatron. The results in this have been published in [4].

3.1 Top quarks from scalar Higgs bosons

The energy and the luminosity to be achieved at the LHC make this collider a top-
quark factory, with around 1.5×105 pairs at

√
s = 7 TeV and 1 fb−1. This quark will

certainly play a special role in the LHC era. The potential to observe new physics
in mtt̄ at hadron colliders has been extensively discussed in previous literature [86,
87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94]. In general, any heavy s–channel resonance with
a significant branching ratio to tt̄ will introduce distortions: a bump that can be
evaluated in the narrow-width approximation or more complex structures (a peak
followed by a dip) when interference effects are important [95]. These structures
are produced by the interference between the diagrams depicted in Fig. 3.1 (plus
crossings). Notice that the final state of Fig. 3.1–right is a color singlet (it is mediated
by a colorless φ) and, hence, there is no interference between this and the octet
gg → g → tt̄ contributions. Although the scalar contribution involves a fermion
loop, the gauge and the Yukawa couplings are both strong, and at

√
s̃ = mtt̄ ≈ mφ

it may give an observable contribution.

Let us write the general expressions for a scalar φ coupled to the top quark and
(possibly) to a heavy fermion T . The leading-order (LO) differential cross section
for gg → tt̄ will include the squares of the scalar and the QCD amplitudes as well
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Figure 3.1: Diagrams that interfere in tt̄ production.
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where z = cos θ is the cosine of the angle between an incoming g and t, mt and yφtt̄
are the top-quark mass and Yukawa coupling, and β =

√

1− 4m2
t/s is the velocity

of t in the center of mass frame. The function N(s) associated to the fermion loop
is

N(s) =
∑

f

3 mf yφff̄√
2 s

[

1 +

(

1−
4m2

f
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)

If (s)

]

, (3.2)

where f may be the top or another quark strongly coupled to φ, and If(s) takes a
different form depending on the mass mf :
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(3.3)

If 2mf >
√
s then If is real and the interference vanishes at s = m2

φ. If f is the top
or any fermion with 2mf <

√
s, then this contribution can be seen as a final-state

f f̄ interaction [86].
The LO differential QCD contribution comes from gg → g → tt̄, the t-channel

diagram Fig. 3.1–left and its crossing u-channel, and their interference. It can be
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written as

dσQCD
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=
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s

12s
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(

16
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− 9

)(
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8
+
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)

. (3.4)

For a pseudoscalar A we have
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=
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with

P (s) =
∑

f

mf yAff̄√
2 s

If (s) . (3.6)

In the expressions above we have used the energy-dependent width obtained from the
imaginary part of the one-loop scalar 2-point function. In most studies the width of
the resonances is taken constant, but we will see in the next chapter that the energy
dependence may imply important effects.

To have an observable anomaly it is necessary that the width Γφ is small. This is
the reason why a very heavy standard Higgs h would be irrelevant. As we mentioned
before, a 500 GeV Higgs boson would couple strongly to the top quark but even
stronger to itself, λ = m2

h/(2v
2) ≈ 2. Its decay into would-be GBs (eaten by the

massive W and Z) would then dominate, implying a total decay width

Γh ≈ 3

8π v2

[

m2
tmh β

3
t +

m3
h

4

(

β3
V +

3

4
βV (1− β2

V )
2

)]

≈ 60 GeV , (3.7)

where

βt(V ) =

√

1−
4m2

t(V )

m2
h

(3.8)

and we have taken a common W,Z mass mV ≈ 90 GeV.

The plot in Fig. 3.2 shows a too small deviation due to the standard Higgs in the
parton-level process σ(gg → tt̄). In order to have a smaller width and a larger effect
the mass of the resonance must not be EW. In particular, SUSY or LH models
provide a new scale and massive Higgses with no need for large scalar couplings.
As we are already familiar with LH models we will start reviewing SUSY before
analyzing this effect.
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Figure 3.2: σ(gg → tt̄) with a standard Higgs of mass mh = 500 GeV.

3.2 Basics of SUSY

SUSY is basically different from the usual symmetries defining a Lie group in the
fact that it incorporates anticonmuting (spinorial) generators Q. Its algebra is a
graded generalization of the Poincare algebra, with Q relating particles of different
spin:

Q|fermion >= |boson > Q|boson >= |fermion > (3.9)

It was proposed in the early seventies [96, 97, 98, 99], and since then SUSY has
become a very interesting framework for model building. It is true that SUSY still
lacks any (genuine) experimental support, and that the non observation of flavor-
changing neutral currents or electron and neutron electric dipole moments requires
an explanation. One has also to admit that the initial efforts to build a finite (or at
least a renormalizable) version of supergravity failed. However, SUSY has been able
to adapt throughout the past forty years, and its search is currently one of the main
objectives at the LHC. It is remarkable that SUSY is necessary to define a consistent
string theory. When it is incorporated into a field theory, all quadratic divergences
cancel. Therefore, the minimal SUSY version of the SM (MSSM) [100, 101, 102]
is free of the hierarchy problem. In addition, the unification of the three gauge
couplings is better (more precise and at a higher scale) than in the SM, and it
provides a viable dark matter candidate. Finally, all these features can be kept if
SUSY is broken spontaneously and only soft-SUSY breaking terms of ordermsusy are
generated. SUSY has the virtue that it can be decoupled smoothly, with variations
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versus the SM of order v2/m2
susy to all the observables except for the mass of the

Higgs boson, that is necessarily light (see below). It is not our purpose here to
review SUSY exhaustively (see [83] for a pedagogical introduction), although in the
next section we will discuss the Higgs sector of the MSSM [84] in some detail.

A minimal amount of SUSY and of matter fields will imply a superpartner φ̃
for each particle φ of the SM. φ̃ and φ have the same quantum numbers and mass
but their spin differs in 1/2. For each fermion we will then find a scalar partner or
sfermion: one complex scalar for the left-handed fermion and another one for the
right-handed fermion.

It is customary to define the theory in terms of left-handed chiral superfields, and
use the same symbol for the bi-spinor and the superfield. In this way, for example,
e indicates the left-handed electron (its conjugate ē is the right-handed positron),
whereas ec would be the left-handed positron. ẽ and ẽc would be complex scalars
of electric charge −1 and +1, respectively. The Higgs sector will be defined by
two doublets of opposite hypercharge, including the scalar Higgses and the spin 1/2
Higgsinos. The second doublet is necessary to give masses to the standard quarks
and leptons through Yukawa interactions (notice also that the higgsino in just one
doublet would introduce gauge anomalies). Finally, the gauge bosons will be part
of a vector superfield carrying also its fermionic partner or gaugino.

The different spin in a SUSY multiplet will imply the cancellation of all quadratic
corrections to the Higgs mass parameter. However, since no superpartners have been
found, SUSY must be broken in such a way that sfermions and gauginos get a mass
of order msusy non EW (i.e., not proportional to v). This will introduce corrections
proportional to m2

susy, suggesting that at least the stops should be below 1 TeV. Let
us now review some details of the Higgs sector in the MSSM and other aspects that
will be needed in our study of how SUSY Higgses may affect tt̄ production.

The scalar potential of the MSSM

The masses and interactions of the Higgs fields include both SUSY preserving and
soft-SUSY breaking terms. The former are derived from the superpotential W (we
will not consider the possibility of operators of dimension larger than four, i.e., we
take a canonic gauge kinetic function and a minimal Kahler potential). W must
include the Yukawa interactions required to give masses and mixings to quarks and
leptons. If one assumes renormalizability and gauge invariance, the superpotential
is given by

W = YuH2Qu
c + YdH1Qd

c + YlH1Le
c + µH1H2 , (3.10)

where Yu, Yd and Yl are 3× 3 Yukawa matrices in flavor space, and all gauge, flavor
and Lorentz indexes are understood. This minimal W includes a discrete symmetry,
called R-parity, under which all SM particles are even and the SUSY partners are
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odd. This symmetry will imply the estability of the lightest SUSY particle, providing
a viable candidate for dark matter. Q and L above contain the SU(2) quark and
lepton doublets, respectively, whereas the two Higgs doublets are

H1 =

(

H0
1

H−
1

)

Y=−1/2

, H2 =

(

H+
2

H0
2

)

Y=+1/2

. (3.11)

The µ term is a SUSY contribution to the Higgs boson mass that must be of the
same order as msusy. The presence of such term is sometimes referred as the µ
problem: why is µ so much smaller than the Planck mass? Notice that SUSY would
guarantee the stability of µ under loop corrections, but in principle it does not justify
its EW value. This term, however, breaks also a global U(1) symmetry known
as R-symmetry. Such symmetry acts non-trivially on the superspace coordinates
and on the superpotential, implying different charges for the different components
in a superfield. In particular, all matter superfields have a charge +1 under this
symmetry while the Higgs superfields are neutral (the scalar component will have the
same charge as the superfield, and the left-handed fermion that charge minus one).
If the total charge of the superpotential is +2, then this symmetry will forbid the
µ term. In some models the breaking of SUSY and of the R-symmetry are related,
and the µ term is naturally similar to the soft-SUSY masses (in these models the
R-parity would be a discrete remnant of the broken R-symmetry).

Once the gauge symmetry andW are fixed, the SUSY-preserving part of a scalar
potential can be expressed in terms of the auxiliary component of the chiral and the
vector superfields:

V (φ) = VF + VD . (3.12)

The F-terms are derived from the superpotential,

VF = F ∗
i Fi =

∑

i

∣

∣

∣

∣
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∂φi

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (3.13)

whereas the D-terms are fixed by the gauge interactions:

VD =
1

2

∑

a

DaDa =
1

2

∑

a

g2a(φ
∗T aφ)2, (3.14)

where φi is the scalar component of a chiral superfield, ga accounts for its coupling
to the different gauge sectors and T a are the generators. For the two Higgs doublets
in the MSSM one has

V Higgs
SUSY = |µ|2 (|H1|2 + |H2|2) +

1

8
(g2 + g′2)(|H1|2 − |H2|2)2 +

1

2
g2
∣

∣

∣
H†

1H2

∣

∣

∣

2

. (3.15)
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To obtain the EW breaking we need to add all possible soft-SUSY breaking terms
to this potential. These terms fall into two classes: scalar and gaugino mass terms
consistent with the symmetries, and (gauge and R-parity invariant) scalar trilinears.
The later can be written as a term proportional to the superpotential plus their
hermitian conjugate. In the Higgs sector the new terms are just masses m2

1,2 for
each doublet and a bilinear term m2

12 mixing H1 and H2, resulting into the potential

VHiggs = m2
H1

|H1|2 +m2
H2

|H2|2 −m2
12(H1H2 + h.c.)

+
1

8
(g2 + g′2)(|H1|2 − |H2|2)2 +

1

2
g2
∣

∣

∣
H†

1H2

∣

∣

∣

2

, (3.16)

where m2
Hi

≡ |µ|2 +m2
i (i = 1, 2), m2

12 is made positive by a field redefinition, and
m2

i can be either positive or negative.
Let us find now under what conditions this (tree-level) Higgs potential can pro-

duce the EW VEV. First, we need to make sure that it is bounded from below. The
quartic interactions will stabilize the potential for all values of H1 and H2 except for
the particular direction with |H1| = |H2|, where these quartic contributions cancel.
Therefore, we need that the quadratic contribution is positive along that direction:

2m2
12 < 2 |µ|2 +m2

1 +m2
2 . (3.17)

On the other hand, the potential will have a non-trivial minimum only if

(

m2
12

)2
> (|µ|2 +m2

1)(|µ|2 +m2
2) . (3.18)

Note that if m2
1 = m2

2 both conditions cannot be satisfied simultaneously and EW
symmetry breaking would not be realized. It is remarkable, however, that in models
where the SUSY breaking mechanism implies universal conditions for the soft pa-
rameters at large scales, top-quark quantum corrections favor the appearance of an
acceptable VEV [103].

Let us then suppose that the minimum in the potential implies a VEV v1/
√
2 of

H1. This VEV will be degenerate (notice that SU(2)L×U(1)Y acts non trivially on
it), and with all generality we can take it positive and along the neutral component
of the doublet. It is then easy to see that the second doublet H2 will also grow a
VEV v2/

√
2 along its neutral component, and that for the potential in Eq. (3.16)

it will always be real and positive (a complex VEV would require other couplings
or/and superfields):

〈H0
1 〉 =

v1√
2

, 〈H0
2 〉 =

v2√
2
. (3.19)

The VEVs must then satisfy

v21 + v22 = v2 = (246 GeV)2 , (3.20)
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which can be achieved with different values of the ratio

tanβ =
v2
v1
. (3.21)

The four complex fields (i.e., eight scalar degrees of freedom) in the two Higgs
doublets must be rearranged to define mass eigenstates. The three would-be GBs
will live in the actual combination of doublets that have a non-zero VEV. In the
unitary gauge it reads

cosβH1 + sin βH∗
2 =

1√
2

(

v +Hv

0

)

. (3.22)

The physical charged Higgses H± and a CP -odd neutral scalar A will lie along the
orthogonal combination. One obtains

− sin βH1 + cosβH∗
2 =

1√
2

(

H0 + iA
H−

)

. (3.23)

Finally, the two CP -even fields (h,H) will result from a different combination of the
(shifted) real components 1√

2
φ0
i of H0

i :

(

H
h

)

=

(

cosα sinα
− sinα cosα

)(

φ0
1

φ0
2

)

. (3.24)

The angle α results from the diagonalization of

(

m2
φ1

m2
φ1φ2

m2
φ1φ2

m2
φ2

)

=

(

M2
A sin2 β +M2

Z cos2 β −(M2
A +M2

Z) sin β cos β
−(M2

A +M2
Z) sin β cosβ M2

A cos2 β +M2
Z sin2 β

)

,

(3.25)
and it is related to β and to MA through the expression

α =
1

2
arctan

(

tan 2β
M2

A +M2
Z

M2
A −M2

Z

)

. (3.26)

The mass matrix above yields

m2
H,h =

1

2

[

M2
A +M2

Z ±
√

(M2
A +M2

Z)
2 − 4M2

AM
2
Z cos2 2β

]

. (3.27)

A celebrated consequence of Eq. (3.27) is that the mass of the lightest CP -even
Higgs boson is bounded from above,

mh ≤MZ |cos2β| ≤MZ . (3.28)
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The presence of a light Higgs is arguably the most clear prediction of the MSSM,
and it is just slightly modified in more general SUSY scenarios. This contrasts with
the SM: the Higgs boson mass is there proportional to the arbitrary self-coupling
λ, while here quartic couplings are related to the EW gauge couplings, and as a
consequence the tree-level mass can not go above MZ . Regarding the other neutral
Higgs boson H , its mass is unconstrained and in the limit MA >> MZ it becomes
heavy, mH ≃ mA. In that decoupling limit the two rotations are simply related,
α → β − π/2, and the effective low-energy theory includes a single scalar h with
precisely the same couplings as those of the SM Higgs boson. Therefore, over the
favored region in the MSSM parameter space (with msusy > v) the search for the
lightest Higgs is equivalent to search for a light SM Higgs boson. The decoupling
limit applies for values mA ≥ 2mt and will be implicit throughout this chapter.

Of course, LEP excluded all Higgs masses in Eq. (3.28). If the MSSM has not
been ruled out yet is due to the importance of the quantum corrections to the Higgs
effective potential and, in particular, to mH,h. These mainly come from the top/stop
sector: the largest contribution at the one-loop level is proportional to m4

t/M
2
Z and

grows logarithmically with the stop squark masses. Qualitatively, a large Higgs
mass requires a large stop mass, which in turn tends to introduce fine tuning in the
effective potential.

Since we will need them later, we provide the two-loop result for the mass of the
two fields h and H in terms of the mass of the CP -odd scalar A, the stop masses,
and the stop trilinears [104]:

m2
H,h =

1

2

(

m2
A +M2

Z +∆11 +∆22 ±
√

∆2
0

)

(3.29)

where:

∆2
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)2 − 4 m2
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2
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−4
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12
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− 4
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)
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−4
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M2
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)

∆11 − 4 sin 2β
(

M2
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A

)

∆12 , (3.30)
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(3.33)
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and
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2
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ln
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. (3.35)

Including these corrections one obtains values of the Higgs mass in agreement with
current experimental bounds. In addition, we observe that the masses of H and
A are in turn very close to each other (the mass difference is of order M2

Z/msusy).
Varying the µ parameter and the stop masses and trilinears between 100 GeV and 1
TeV, for mA = 500 GeV we obtain typical values of mH −mA between −2 and +10
GeV, as expected in the decoupling regime. This small separation will be important
for our study in this chapter.

Yukawa couplings to fermions

Let us now deduce the couplings of the Higgs fields to the top and the bottom
quarks. The fact that H1 only couples to the singlet dc and H2 only to uc will
automatically forbid flavor neutral currents mediated by the extra neutral bosons.
The Yukawa interactions can be derived from W as

LYukawa = −
∑

ij

[

∂2W

∂φi∂φj

ψiψj + h.c.

]

. (3.36)

This implies

LY ukawa ⊂ −yt(ttcH0 − tbcH+
2 )− yb(bb

cHv − btcH−
1 ) + h.c. . (3.37)

To obtain the observed masses the couplings must be

yt =

√
2mt

v2
=

√
2mt

v sinβ
,

yb =

√
2mb

v1
=

√
2mb

v cosβ
. (3.38)

Expressing then the fields H1 and H2 in terms of the physical fields, one can obtain
the Yukawa couplings in terms of the fermion masses. For the charged Higgses and
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the pseudoscalar A it results1

yH+btc = −ySMhttc
1

tan β
,

yH−tbc = ySMhbbc tan β ,

yAttc = ySMhttc
1

tanβ
,

yAbbc = ySMhbbc tan β . (3.39)

(3.40)

For the neutral CP -even scalars, in the decoupling limit one gets

yhttc =

√
2mt

v

cosα

sin β
≈ ySMhttc ,

yhbbc =

√
2mb

v

cosα

cos β
≈ ySMhbbc ,

yHttc =

√
2mt

v

sinα

sin β
≈ −ySMhttc

1

tanβ
,

yHbbc =

√
2mb

v

cosα

cos β
≈ ySMhbbc tan β . (3.41)

Therefore, all these Higgs bosons have couplings to the top quark that are of the
same order as the Yukawa coupling in the SM.

3.3 Top pair production through SUSY neutral

bosons

The MSSM incorporates two Higgs doublets, and after EW symmetry breaking there
are two extra neutral bosons (H and A) that may be produce through top-quark
loops at hadron colliders. The mass of these two fields is not EW (it is SUSY
breaking), so once produced they are naturally heavy enough to decay into tt̄. Their
mass difference is EW, between −2 and +10 GeV. Moreover, the scalar masses mA,H

of interest correspond to the decoupling regime, where h is basically the SM Higgs
and

yHttc ≈ −mt

√
2

v

1

tan β
≈ −yAttc . (3.42)

1A factor of i is understood for the pseudoscalar A.
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Figure 3.3: σ(gg → tt̄) for tan β = 2 and SUSY bosons of mass mA = mH = 500
GeV (left) or mA = 500, mH = 505 GeV (right). Dashes provide the narrow-width
approximation and dots the SM cross section.

Finally, we will focus on relatively low values of tanβ, where the decay into
bottom quarks is not important and the (energy-dependent) widths can be approx-
imated to

ΓH(s) ≈
3 y2Httc s β

3
t

16π mH
, ΓA(s) ≈

3 y2Attc s βt
16π mA

. (3.43)

In Fig. 3.3 we plot σ(gg → tt̄) at center of mass energies around mA = 500 GeV
for mH = 500 GeV (left) and mH = 505 GeV (right). We have taken tanβ = 2,
which implies ΓH ≈ 3.0 GeV and ΓA ≈ 5.3 GeV. We observe an average 5.5%
excess and 8.1% deficit in the 5 GeV intervals before and after

√
s = 500 GeV,

respectively. We include in dashes the result ignoring the interference (last term in
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.5)), which would not be captured if one uses the narrow-width
approximation. It is apparent that the interference with the standard amplitude
gives the dominant effect. In Fig. 3.3–left the position of the peaks and dips caused
by H and A overlap constructively (notice, however, that in this CP conserving
Higgs sector their amplitudes do not interfere). In contrast, in Fig. 3.3–right their
mass difference implies a partial cancellation between the dip caused by A and the
peak of H .

The scalar and pseudoscalar couplings with the top quark grow at smaller values
of tan β, increasing the cross section and the scalar width. For example, for tanβ = 1
the excess at

√
s < 500 GeV grows to the 6.2% and the deficit to the 9.7%, whereas
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Figure 3.4: Standard angular distribution for the t quarks from qq̄ and gg collisions
at

√
s = 500 GeV. We include (dashes) the distribution from gg at the peak and

the dip of Fig. 3.3–left.

for tanβ = 5 the excess and deficit are just a 2.1% and a 2.6%, respectively.

The normalized angular distribution of the t quark in the center of mass frame
is given in Fig. 3.4. We plot the standard distributions for top-quark production
in gg and qq̄ collisions together with the distribution from gg at the peak and the
dip obtained in Fig. 3.3–left. In the narrow-width approximation a scalar resonance
gives a flat contribution. However, we find that the excess or deficit from the scalar
interference is not flat and does not change significantly the angular distribution.
Different cuts could be applied to reduce the background for tt̄ production at the
LHC [88] or even to optimize the contribution from gg versus qq̄, but not to enhance
the relative effect of the scalars on σ(gg → tt̄).

In Fig. 3.5 we plot the parton cross section for lower and higher values of the
pseudoscalar mass (mA = 400, 700 GeV). We include the cases where the boson H
is degenerate with A or slightly heavier (mH = 408 GeV and mH = 703 GeV). We
see that at lower scalar masses the peak dominates, whereas for large values of mA

the dip is the dominant effect. This behaviour, related to the slope of the standard
cross section, reduces in both cases the relevance of the mass difference between the
scalar and the pseudoscalar Higgses.
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Figure 3.5: σ(gg → tt̄) for mA = 400 GeV and mA = 700 GeV. We include the cases
mH = 400, 408 GeV (left) and mH = 700, 703 GeV (right).

3.4 Top pair production through LH bosons

In Chapter 2 we studied in detail LH models. There the Higgs appears as a pseudo-
GB of a global symmetry broken spontaneously at the scale f > v/

√
2 = 174 GeV.

The global symmetry introduces an extra T quark of mass ≈ ytf that cancels top-
quark quadratic corrections to the Higgs mass parameter. In addition, the radial
field r associated to the scalar breaking the global symmetry will have a mass ≈

√
λf

and a large coupling to T . The presence of this vectorlike T quark and of the massive
scalar singlet (the Higgs of the symmetry broken at the scale f) are then generic
features in all these models.

Once the electroweak VEV is included the doublet and singlet Higgses (and also
the t and T quarks) mix [1, 2]. The singlet component ≈ v/(

√
2f) in h will reduce

its coupling both to the top quark and to the gauge bosons and, in turn, r will get
a doublet component that couples to these fields.

The most general2 top-quark Yukawa sector with no quadratic corrections at one

2There could be an additional mixing, T → cβT + sβt in the second line of Eq. (3.44), but it
must be small [69] to avoid a too large value of VTb.
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Figure 3.6: σ(gg → tt̄) for a LH model with mr = 500 GeV and mT = 400, 500, 700
GeV. Dashes (dot-dashes) correspond to an amplitude with only the T (t) quark
loop.

loop is

−Lt = λ

(

f +
r√
2

)

sin
u+ h√

2f
(cαt+ sαT ) t

c

+ λ

(

f +
r√
2

)

cos
u+ h√

2f
TT c + h.c. , (3.44)

where u and f are VEVs satisfying

f sin
u√
2f

≡ f sθ =
v√
2
. (3.45)

Eq. (3.44) becomes

−Lt = λ

(

f +
r√
2

)(

sθ cos
h√
2f

+ cθ sin
h√
2f

)

(cαt+ sαT ) t
c +

λ

(

f +
r√
2

)(

cθ cos
h√
2f

− sθ sin
h√
2f

)

TT c + h.c. . (3.46)

Fermion masses, Yukawa couplings and dimension-5 operators (necessary to check
the cancellation of all one-loop quadratic corrections) are then obtained by expand-
ing

cos
h√
2f

≈ 1− h2

4f 2
, sin

h√
2f

≈ h√
2f

. (3.47)
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The fermion masses and the Yukawas to the heavier scalar r have the same structure,

−Lt ⊃ λ

(

f +
r√
2

)

(

t T
)

(

sθcα 0
sθsα c2θ

)(

tc

T c

)

. (3.48)

This implies

yrttc =
mt

f
=

√
2 sθ mt

v
and yrTT c =

mT

f
, (3.49)

where the quarks are mass eigenstates. The mass of the heavier T quark is mT ≈
mtcθ/(sθcα), and its mixing with the doublet VTb ≈ s2θsαcα/c

2
θ.

The extra Higgs r is somehow similar to the heavier scalar in a doublet plus
singlet model, with the doublet component growing with sθ = v/(

√
2f). If sθ is

sizable so is its coupling to the top quark. The coupling to the extra T quark is
stronger, but if r is lighter than 2mT its main decay mode will be into tt̄. Actually,
the doublet component in r may also imply large couplings to the would-be GBs for
large values of mr. More precisely, its decay width Γr(s) at 4m

2
t < s < 4m2

T is

Γr(s) ≈
3 s2θ s

8π v2

[

m2
t β

3
t

mr
+
s2θ mr

4

(

β3
V +

3

4
βV (1− β2

V )
2

)]

. (3.50)

Therefore, r is a naturally heavy (mr ≈ f) but narrow scalar resonance with large
couplings to quarks and an order one branching ratio to tt̄.

In Fig. 3.6 we plot the parton-level cross section σ(gg → tt̄) for sθ = 0.5, mT =
500 GeV and several values of mr. We separate the contributions from the top
and the T quark loops (the second one vanishes at s = m2

r). The plot is similar
to the one obtained for SUSY bosons of the same mass. At higher values of mr

the decay width Γr grows, diluting the effect (see Fig. 3.6–right). In contrast, for
lower masses the scalar r has a narrow width and is strongly coupled to quarks,
which produces a larger effect (in Fig. 3.6–left). The contribution from the standard
t-quark loop grows with sθ, whereas the contribution from the extra T -quark is
basically independent of mT .

3.5 Signal at the LHC

Let us now estimate the invariant mass distribution of tt̄ events (mtt̄) in pp collisions
at the LHC. To evaluate the hadronic cross sections we will use the MSTW2008 par-
ton distribution functions (PDFs) [105]. The effect of next-to-leading order (NLO)
corrections on the expressions given in previous sections has been studied by several
groups (see for example [87, 106]). In particular, the authors in [87] analyze the de-
pendence of dσ/dmtt̄ on the choice of renormalization and factorization scales and of
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Figure 3.7: dσ/dmtt̄ in SUSY models with mH = mA = 400, 500, 700 GeV and
tanβ = 2 (solid), 5 (dashes).

PDFs. They show that if the LO cross section is normalized to the NLO one at low
values of mtt̄, then the deviations introduced by these scales and by the uncertainty
in the PDFs at mtt̄ < 1 TeV are small (order 10%). For (scalar and pseudoscalar)
Higgs production in pp collisions and Higgs decay, a complete review of NLO results
can be found in [84]. From the expressions there we obtain that QCD corrections
enhance the production cross section in approximately a 20%, and that the Higgs
decay width into tt̄ (for mφ ≫ 2mt) is also increased in around a 10%. Given these
estimates, we have evaluated pp→ tt̄ taking fixed renormalization and factorization
scales (µR,F = mt) and normalizing the LO result to the NLO cross section in [87]
with a global factor of 1.3. Our differential cross section coincides then with that
NLO result at mtt̄ = 500 GeV.

We will take a center of mass energy of 7 TeV. We obtain that at these energies
the cross section pp → tt̄ is dominated by gg fusion, with qq̄ → tt̄ accounting for
just 10% of the top-quark pairs. In Figs. 3.7, 3.8 we plot dσ/dmtt̄ for some of the
SUSY and LH models described before. These figures translate the parton-level
cross sections in Figs. 3.3, 3.5, 3.6 into anomalies in the invariant mass distribution
in pp collisions.

To estimate the possible relevance at the LHC of these cross sections, we will
calculate the number of tt̄ events assuming an integrated luminosity of 1 fb−1 (we
will not apply any cuts). In Fig. 3.9 we plot the number of events per 5 GeV bin
of mtt̄ in the SUSY model with mA = mH = 500 GeV and tanβ = 2. We observe
a 5% excess followed by a 9% deficit, with smaller deviations as mtt̄ separates from
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√
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to the standard prediction for two different binning (mA = mH = 500 GeV and
tanβ = 2).

the mass of the extra Higgs bosons. In Fig. 3.10 we distribute the events in 20 GeV
bins and plot the statistical significance

∆ ≡ N −NSM√
NSM

(3.51)

of the deviations, where N is the total number of events in the bin. The typical signal
is an increasing excess in a couple of 20 GeV bins that may reach a +3.4σ deviation
followed by a deficit of −4.5σ. We find that changing the binning is important in
order to optimize the effect. If the same 20 GeV bin includes the peak and the dip
(Fig. 3.10, right) then the maximum deviation is just a ±2σ effect.

The result is very similar for a LH scalar of mr = 500 GeV with sθ = 0.5. In
this LH model we obtain deviations in consecutive 20 GeV bins reaching +2.5σ and
−2σ. However, the effect is a bit more localized, and the cancellation if peak and
dip coincide in a bin is stronger: it may result in three bins with just +1.3σ, +0.6σ
and −1.2σ deviations.

The binning is less important for larger Higgs masses. For example, in the SUSY
case with mA = mH = 700 GeV the typical sequence is a couple of 20 GeV bins
with a slight +0.2σ excess followed by −1.2σ, −0.4σ and −0.2σ deficits. In the LH
model with mr = 700 GeV the initial excess (caused by the T -quark loop) is a bit
more significant, a typical sequence would consist of two bins with +0.4σ excess
followed by −0.8σ and −0.4σ deficits.
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Figure 3.11: Number of tt̄ events in pp collisions (left) and deviation ∆ (right) for
mA = mH = 400 GeV and tanβ = 2.

Let us finally focus on lighter Higgses, as they provide the most promising signal.
In Fig. 3.11 we plot the event distribution (left) and the statistical significance (right)
for tanβ = 2 and mA = mH = 400 GeV, whereas Fig. 3.12 corresponds to a mass
difference of 8 GeV (mA = 400 GeV andmH = 408 GeV). The sequence of deviations
in both cases would be seen as a clear anomaly, reaching an excess of up to 13σ (for
mH −mA = −2 GeV) in a 20 GeV bin. The LH case is analogous but, again, more
localized. We obtain an excess of +3.4σ in a 20 GeV bin followed by a −1.7σ deficit.

Since no anomaly has been found in the mtt̄ at the LHC, the scenario with a low
tanβ (≤ 2) and light extra Higsses (mA,H ∼ 400−500 GeV) seems excluded. A more
precise statement would require a more elaborate simulation using the experimental
cuts and event selection and reconstruction.

Finally, we would like also to comment on the possibility that these processes
introduce anomalies at the Tevatron, which achieved almost 10 fb−1 at

√
s = 1.96

TeV. The main difference with the LHC is that at the Tevatron 90% of the top-
quark pairs were produced through qq̄ interactions. Since the signal that we have
explored is caused by interference in the gg → tt̄ channel, for the same integrated
luminosity the deviations there would be 9 times weaker than at the LHC (where
gluon fusion provides 90% of the top pairs). We find, however, that 1σ deviations
could be obtained at the Tevatron for low masses of the heavy Higgs bosons. This
signal could be enhanced by separating the tt̄ events in two or three sets according
to the cos θ of the final t quark. As we see in Fig. 3.4, the gg and qq̄ contributions at
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Figure 3.12: Number of tt̄ events in pp collisions (left) and deviation ∆ (right) for
mA = 400 GeV, mH = 408 GeV and tanβ = 2.

mtt̄ ≈ mφ ≈ 500 GeV have different angular distributions (this difference, however,
vanishes at lower invariant masses). One could separate, for example, the events
with |cos θ| larger or smaller than 0.6. Then the anomalies in dσ/dmtt̄ that we
have discussed should increase in the |cos θ| > 0.6 interval. Unfortunately, after
researchers from Tevatron became interested in our work, we found that the signal
is too small to be observable in that collider.



Chapter 4

The tt̄ FB Asymmetry, Massive
Gluons and Heavy Quarks

The 1.96 TeV Tevatron has recorded over 10 fb−1 of data, while the 7 TeV
LHC is already above 4 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. This means that the physics
beyond the SM is currently being searched with an important degree of detail. Until
now no discovery has been reported by any experimental collaboration, although
the Tevatron has observed a persistent anomaly in tt̄ physics that is an intriguing
departure from the SM predictions and that will be the main object of this chapter.

Generically, the absence of experimental anomalies in pp collisions at the LHC
puts bounds on extensions of the SM that may reach the TeV scale and sometimes
higher. As a consistent alternative with the Tevatron tt̄ data, however, these results
may just imply that the experimental signature of the new physics is peculiar and
easy to miss despite being at relatively low scales. After all, the presence of new
physics below the TeV scale in the top-quark sector is a clear result from naturalness
arguments. We will take this approach and will study the tt̄ forward-backward (FB)
asymmetry at the Tevatron [107, 108, 109] and its implications at the LHC.

We have explained in previous chapters that the large coupling of the top quark
to the EW symmetry breaking sector implies that the new physics stabilizing the
latter could also appear in top-quark observables. This argument makes the 2–3σ
deviation (see below) versus the standard value in the Tevatron FB asymmetry
specially interesting. Even if it is not statistically significant at the level of discovery,
the consistency among different CDF and D∅ measurements strengthens the case
for new physics. However, any candidate responsible for the asymmetry has to
be carefully disguised, as its large contribution there should not translate into any
significant departure from the SM in other related observables. In particular, the
tt̄ total cross section, its invariant-mass distribution, dijet production, same-sign
top-pair production, or the tt̄ charge asymmetry at the LHC are observables where

81
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correlated anomalies could be expected [110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115].

We will start reviewing the status of the Tevatron asymmetry. Then we will
motivate the framework that we propose to explain the asymmetry: a 700–900 GeV
gluon of very large width caused by new decay channels. In particular, heavy
quarks strongly coupled to the gluon will be introduced in the model. We will
make a complete analysis of the model in order to reveal the best strategy for its
observation at the LHC. This study will include implementing the model in MAD-
GRAPH/MADEVENT v4 [116], simulating the hadronization and showering effects
with PYTHIA [117], simulating the detectors with PGS [118] and DELPHES [119]
and reconstructing the final state using computer algorithms as experimentalists
do. Such a sophisticated analysis is necessary to decide about the consistency of the
model with current observations and its observability in future searches. The results
in this chapter have been published in [5, 6, 7].

4.1 The top-quark FB Asymmetry

The top quark was discovered in 1995 at the pp̄ Tevatron collider at the Fermilab by
the CDF and D∅ collaborations. It is the heaviest elementary particle known so far,
and its mass and total inclusive cross section in pair production are currently known
with a precision of about 1.1% [120] and 10% [121], respectively. Nevertheless, the
measurements of other top-quark properties are still statistically limited, so the
question to be answered soon by the LHC is whether the SM successfully predicts
all of these properties.

At the Tevatron, with a c.o.m. energy
√
s = 1.96 TeV, most top quarks are pair-

produced via strong interactions. In particular, quark annihilation contributes an
90% while gluon-gluon fusion provides a 10% of the tt̄ pairs. Due to the large value
of its mass, top-quark production is an ideal testing ground to study perturbative
QCD effects. The tt̄ FB asymmetry is one of such examples. It appears at NLO in
qq̄ → tt̄X reactions, and it translates into an asymmetry in pp̄ collisions (Fig. 4.1)
due to the higher content of quarks in p and antiquarks in p̄. In pp collisions at the
LHC the asymmetry vanishes, although one can use the fact that quarks tend to
carry more momentum than antiquarks in a proton to define a similar anomaly in
events at intermediate rapidities [122].

Diagrammatically the asymmetry arises from the interference between initial and
final state gluon radiation on the one hand (Fig. 4.2–right), and the interference of
the Born and the box diagram on the other hand (Fig. 4.2–left). These are the only
processes that contribute, as heavy flavor excitation qg → qtt̄ is negligible and gluon
fusion symmetric. The asymmetry is usually expressed in terms of the variable cosα,
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Figure 4.1: Typical pp̄→ tt̄ at the Tevatron.

where α is the angle of the top quark in the rest frame of the incoming partons:

Att̄(α) =
Nt(cosα)−Nt̄(cosα)

Nt(cosα) +Nt̄(cosα)
=
Nt(cosα)−Nt(− cosα)

Nt(cosα) +Nt(− cosα)
. (4.1)

Since charge conjugation is a symmetry of the strong interactions, σqq̄→tt̄(α) =
σq̄q→t̄t(180− α) and this can be interpreted as a FB asymmetry:

Att̄
FB =

Nt(cosα ≥ 0)−Nt(cosα < 0)

Nt(cosα ≥ 0) +Nt(cosα < 0)
. (4.2)

In pp̄ → tt̄ reactions at the Tevatron energies the SM predicts a (6–7)% asym-
metry1. The interference of the qq̄ Born and box amplitudes leads to a positive
contribution, while the interference between the initial and final state radiation am-
plitudes yields a smaller negative value. In different invariant-mass intervals the SM
gives

Att̄
SM ≈

{

0.040± 0.006, mtt̄ < 450 GeV ;
0.088± 0.013, mtt̄ > 450 GeV ,

(4.3)

where the values refer to the asymmetry measured in the tt̄ c.o.m. frame. Both CDF
and D∅ have observed a significant deviation. In particular, the CDF measurement

1It has been recently obtained [123, 124] that EW radiative corrections would increase this
prediction in a 2%.
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Figure 4.2: Leading order and box diagram (left) and ISR and FSR diagram (right).

with 5.3 fb−1 gives

Att̄
Exp ≈

{

−0.116± 0.153, mtt̄ < 450 GeV ;
0.475± 0.114, mtt̄ > 450 GeV ,

(4.4)

implying a 3σ deviation at large values of mtt̄ [109]. The D∅ measurement [107] is
consistent with this one although with a weaker energy dependence. In particular,
D∅ has also measured the asymmetry (Al

FB) given by the charged lepton from t→
W+b → l+νb and t̄ → W−b̄ → l−ν̄b̄. Recent calculations [125] predict Al

FB =
(3.5± 1)% within the SM while D∅ finds at 5.4 fb−1 Al

FB = (12.7± 5.5)% for events
where the lepton charge is positive and Al

FB = (15.6 ± 5.0)% for events where the
lepton charge is negative [126] (all uncertainties are statistical). This 2σ deviation,
again, goes in the same direction as the CDF data.

If caused by new physics, these unexpected results would be an order-one depar-
ture from the standard quark physics at 450–800 GeV, and similar anomalies could
be expected in other observables at the Tevatron and the early LHC. However, the
asymmetry has not been supported by current data on the total tt̄ cross section or
the invariant-mass distributions of top-quark pairs and dijets. As a consequence,
possible new particles proposed to explain it are typically pushed above 1–2 TeV,
out of reach both from Tevatron energies and from the current LHC luminosity.
Such high values, in turn, become ineffective to produce the large asymmetry or
should be apparent with a slightly increased LHC luminosity, as general effective
Lagrangian studies indicate [110, 111].

We will show that a heavy gluon with mass 700–900 GeV and small and mostly
axial-vector couplings to the light quarks and relatively large couplings to the right-
handed top quark can still explain the observed asymmetry with no conflict with
current data. The mechanism that could hide it relies on a very large width caused
by new decay channels opening at

√
ŝ <∼ 600 GeV.
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4.2 Vector and axial-vector gluons at the Teva-

tron

Before considering a more motivated model, let us review the impact that a massive
gluonGmay have on tt̄ physics in the simplest cases (for a related discussion see [127,
128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138]). We will focus on the mtt̄

distribution and Att̄
FB, two observables that have been measured at the Tevatron.

We will consider two different options according to the coupling of G to the light
quarks.

• Coupling to vector currents only2 (case V):

gqV = gqR = gqL ; gqA = 0 . (4.5)

• Coupling to axial currents only (case A):

gqA = gqR = −gqL ; gqV = 0 . (4.6)

For the top quark we will simply assume

gtR ≥ gtL > 0 . (4.7)

We have implemented the model in MADGRAPH/MADEVENT, used PYTHIA
for hadronization and showering and PGS4 for detector simulation. In Fig. 4.3 we
plot mtt̄ distribution for case V with3 (gqV = 0.2gs, g

q
A = 0), (gtR = 6gs, g

t
L = 0.2gs)

and a mass MG = 850 GeV. For these couplings the gluon width is ΓG ≈ 0.32MG. We
have taken an integrated luminosity of 5.3 fb−1 and the cuts/acceptances described
in [89] (we have normalized our samples so that our SM prediction agrees with the
background-subtracted data there). The event selection strategy is the following.
We select tt̄ candidate events in the lepton+jets topology, where one top decays
semileptonically (t→ lνb) and the other hadronically (t→ qq̄′b). More precisely, we
select events with an isolated electron or muon in the central portion of the detector
with high transverse momentum (pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 1.0) and a large amount
of missing transverse energy Emiss

T ≥ 20 GeV, consistent with the presence of an
undetected neutrino. We require four or more hadronic jets with |η| < 2.0, three
of them must have ET > 15 GeV and a fourth ET > 8 GeV. The jets must be
clustered in fixed cones of radius ∆R =

√

(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 ≤ 0.4 and at least one of

2The vector and axial couplings are related to the left and right handed couplings: gV,A =
(gR ± gL)/2.

3gs is the strong gauge coupling.
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Figure 4.3: mtt̄ distribution at the Tevatron in the SM (dashes) and in model V
(solid) for a luminosity of 5.3 fb−1 and gqV = +0.2gs. On the left we plot the average
number of events expected in each case, and on the right a particular Montecarlo
simulation. The errors shown are statistical only.

them is required to be b-tagged. In this qualitative analysis we do not reconstruct
the events, we just implement these cuts into the parton-level information provided
by MADGRAPH/MADEVENT.

The 682 semileptonic tt̄ pairs given by model V (see Fig. 4.3) result from the
destructive interference of the standard [≈ g2s/ŝ] and the massive-gluon [≈ 0.2gs ·
6gs/(−M2)] amplitudes. We obtain a 30% reduction for mtt̄ < MG − ΓG and an
excess at higher invariant masses with respect to the SM. The distribution does not
show a clear peak, but the change in the slope at mtt̄ ≈ 650 GeV would have been
apparent in the data. Taking the opposite sign for the light-quark vector coupling
(gqV = −0.2gs, g

q
A = 0) the situation is similar, although the interference is now

constructive at low values of mtt̄.

In these models with only vector couplings of the light quarks to the massive
gluon the FB asymmetry will appear only at NLO, since Att̄

G ∝ −gqAgtA = 0 (see
for example [139]). In particular, the interference of the tree-level and the one-loop
box amplitudes will provide the standard contribution, of order Att̄

NLO ≈ 0.09 at
high invariant masses as estimated in [109] using the Monte Carlo for FeMtobarn
processes software (MCFM) [140]. An analogous interference between the massive
gluon and the box diagrams will also contribute to the asymmetry. At mtt̄ ≪ MG
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Figure 4.4: mtt̄ distribution at the Tevatron in the SM (dashes) and in model A
(solid) for a luminosity of 5.3 fb−1 and gA = −0.2gs. On the left we plot the average
number of events expected in each case, and on the right a particular Montecarlo
simulation. The errors shown are statistical only.

we estimate (see also [141])

Att̄
V−NLO ≈ Att̄

NLO × m2
tt̄

−M2
G

gqV g
t
V

g2
, (4.8)

implying an additional contribution of order Att̄
V−NLO ≈ ∓0.04 for gqV = ±0.2gs.

Therefore, the total value seems in this case V very far (over 3σ) from the asymmetry
observed at the Tevatron.

Case A, with a purely axial-vector coupling to the light quarks, is completely
different. Both qLq̄L → tt̄ and qRq̄R → tt̄ parton-level cross sections will have large
contributions from the interference between the amplitudes with the massless and
the massive gluons. However, since their couplings are opposite (gqL = −gqR), it will
be constructive in the first process and destructive in the second one, and both effects
tend to cancel each other. Up to invariant massesmtt̄ ≈MG−ΓG where the resonant
contribution becomes important, the number of tt̄ events and their mtt̄ distribution
will be very close to the one in the SM. Note that the top-quark couplings do not
need to be purely axial for this to happen (alternatively, it would be enough to
have just the top couplings to be purely axial for the same cancellation). The region
around the peak will be hidden by the low statistics ifMG is large enough. In Fig. 4.4
we plot case A with (gqA = −0.2gs, g

q
V = 0), (gtR = 6gs, g

t
L = 0.2gs), MG = 850

GeV and ΓG = 0.32MG GeV. After cuts we obtain 1042 tt̄ pairs, a number only 12%
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higher than the one expected in the SM. At mtt̄ ≈ 600 GeV the distribution exhibits
a change in the slope, but the region where the differences are important (around
750 GeV) is of little statistical significance (see a particular Montecarlo simulation
in Fig. 4.4–right).

In contrast to the case with vector couplings to the light quarks, Att̄
G is in case

A large: the total number of events does not change, but there is a large forward
excess that coincides with the backward deficit. In the tt̄ rest frame we obtain

Att̄
G ≈

{

0.07 mtt̄ < 450 GeV ;
0.20 mtt̄ > 450 GeV .

(4.9)

Therefore, case A provides a promising framework for model building. However,
although in this model the peak at mtt̄ = 850± 272 GeV is practically non-existent,
the tails in the invariant-mass distribution could be accessible to the current exper-
iments.

In any case the results above suggest a way to go in order to find a ‘working’
gluon:

• The large value of the asymmetry at mtt̄ ∼ 500 GeV implies that the gluon
must be relatively light (700 GeV.MG . 900 GeV) and with strong couplings
to the standard quarks (gq · gt ≈ g2s).

• The absence of anomalies at mtt̄ ∼ 500 GeV and the value of Att̄
FB forces

small and almost axial-vector couplings with the light quarks (gqL = −gqR).
This, and a large coupling to the right-handed top quark (e.g., gtR ∼ 4gs), are
natural features obtained in holographic models, where the massive gluon and
the third quark family live toward the TeV brane.

• It would be necessary to reduce the ‘tail’ that the model implies at mtt̄ >
600 GeV. This can be achieved increasing the gluon width. However we do
not want to reduce the gluon effect on the asymmetry. This prevents an
increase of the width through decays into light particles and suggest new decay
channels that open at mtt̄ ≥ 600 GeV. The two-point gluon function would
not include the contribution to its imaginary part from these decay modes at
mtt̄ < 600 GeV, leaving the Att̄

FB value unchanged. However, it would reduce
tt̄ production through the massive gluon at higher energies, hiding a possible
peak in the tt̄ or the dijet distributions. Remarkably enough holographic
models provide such a framework with decays G → qQ where q is a standard
quark and Q a massive excitation. Then the model requires mQ +mq ∼ 600
GeV.
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Figure 4.5: Prediction for the mtt̄ distribution at the Tevatron with a luminosity of
5.3 fb−1 for the SM (dotted), and for a model similar to case A with (solid) and
without (dashed) the new decay channels G→ qQ opening at mQ+mq ∼ 600 GeV.
The coupling of the heavy gluon to qQ are fixed in such a way that the total width
at the gluon mass is ΓG = 0.7MG.

It is apparent that the model will demand a proper treatment of the gluon width
and, in particular, of its energy dependence. A Breit-Wigner with constant width
would offer a poor description of the gluon-mediated amplitude. Instead, when a
new channel

qq̄ → G→ qQ̄, q̄Q (4.10)

opens at
√
ŝ = mQ +mq it contributes to ΓG(s)

ΓQq
G (ŝ) = θ [ŝ− (mq +mQ)

2]
g2

12π

ŝ

MG

(

1− (mq +mQ)
2

ŝ

)
1

2
(

1− (mq −mQ)
2

ŝ

)
1

2

×
[(

1−
m2

q +m2
Q + 6mqmQ

2ŝ
−

(m2
Q −m2

q)
2

2ŝ2

)

gQq 2
A +

(

1−
m2

q +m2
Q − 6mqmQ

2ŝ
−

(m2
Q −m2

q)
2

2ŝ2

)

gQq 2
V

]

, (4.11)

where gQq
V,A are the vector and axial coupling of the massive gluon to Q and q,

respectively.
Fig. 4.5 illustrates the effect of new decay channels G → qQ opening at mQ +

mq ∼ 600 GeV enlarging the gluon width in a model similar to case A. We have
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chosen the coupling of the heavy gluon to qQ in such a way that the total width at
the gluon mass is ΓG = 0.7MG. The figure shows that without these new channels
the peak is clearly visible. Once they are included the large width makes the gluon
completely invisible. Moreover, implementing the energy dependence of the width4

leaves the asymmetry unchanged. Including the SM contribution, the FB asymmetry
in the large mtt̄ region goes from Att̄

G = 0.30 with no extra Q quarks to Att̄
G = 0.33

in this model, just 1.2σ away from the central value of the CDF measurement [109].
It is then clear that our stealth-gluon model (as we name it) can reproduce the
Tevatron data on the FB asymmetry and the mtt̄ distribution.

The low masses of the gluon and the new quarks, together with the sizable
couplings required to generate the large width, make the production of single new
quarks mediated by the massive gluon a very attractive channel at the LHC. Indeed,
the signal there will depend strongly on the nature of the vectorlike quark involved.
In the next section we classify all the possibilities and introduce a benchmark model.
We show that current analysis could easily miss such model, whereas specific searches
would very likely reveal the mechanism responsible for the Tevatron asymmetry.

4.3 A benchmark model

Let us now introduce a benchmark model that successfully reproduces the Tevatron
FB asymmetry with no conflict with other experimental tests. It contains simulta-
neously all possible decay channels: G → tT, bB, qQ with q denoting a light flavor.
Therefore, it will allow us to perform a comprehensive study of the stealth-gluon
scenario. The model admits variations where one or several channels are suppressed
while the others are enhanced in such a way that the total gluon width does not
change significantly. We take MG = 850 GeV, although similar setups can be ob-
tained for gluon masses as low as 700 GeV. We fix the couplings to G of the SM
quarks to

gqL = 0.3 gs , gqR = gbR = −0.3 gs , gtR = +4 gs , gtL = gbL = 0 . (4.12)

We assume the presence of six fields for the vectorlike quarks, corresponding to the
excitations of tR, bR and the four light flavors qL. We fix their masses to

MT = 450 GeV , MB =MQ = 600 GeV , (4.13)

and their flavor-changing couplings to the heavy gluon to

gTt
R = 4 gs , gBb

R = 3.5 gs , gQq
L = 3.5 gs . (4.14)

4We modified the matrix element in MADGRAPH/MADEVENT in order to implement the
energy-dependence width.
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With these values the total width is ΓG ≈ 0.7MG while the decay branching fractions
are

BR(G→ tt̄) ≈ 0.2 , BR(G→ T t̄, tT̄ ) ≈ 0.24 ,

BR(G→ Bb̄, bB̄) ≈ 0.11 , BR(G→ Qq̄, qQ̄) ≈ 0.44 . (4.15)

The extreme cases where all the decay modes of G are absent except one are defined
with:

Extreme T model: gTt
R = 7.28 gs , gBb

R = gQq
L = 0 , (4.16)

Extreme B model: gBb
R = 9.36 gs , gTt

R = gQq
L = 0 , (4.17)

Extreme Q model: gQq
L = 4.68 gs , gTt

R = gBb
R = 0 , (4.18)

and all the other couplings unchanged. In these cases the heavy gluon has a 20%
branching ratio into tt̄ and 80% into the new channel. Note that in some of these
models the required coupling is unrealistically large. We just take them as limiting
examples to get clear idea of the LHC reach for these signatures (realistic models
should lie somewhere in between the benchmark and the extreme cases).

The new heavy quarks will then be produced through G in the s–channel as QQ̄
pairs or as a single particle together with a standard quark, Qq̄. Pair production will
also receive the standard QCD contribution (in fact, due to the axial nature of the G
coupling to light quarks, the interference terms cancel and away from the resonance
pair production is like in the SM). Single heavy-quark production, on the other hand,
is unsuppressed and opens kinematically at lower energies (

√
ŝ = mq+mQ ≪ 2mQ),

appearing as a very promising mechanism unexplored in previous literature. The
vectorlike quarks will then decay in a model-dependent way, according to their EW
quantum numbers and their mixing with the SM quarks. Assuming weak couplings,
their width will be narrow, and a simple scaling allows to go from one model to
another. To be definite we will take the branching ratios obtained in the large-mass
limit of the usual Higgsless models,

BR(Q→Wq′) =
2

3
, BR(Q→ Zq) =

1

3
. (4.19)

Higgs decays can potentially lead to interesting signatures [136] but we will not
consider it here.

With these assumptions the final states produced in qq̄ collisions will be the
following5:
(i) W+W−bb̄ , from

qq̄ → G→ T t̄→ (W+b)W−b̄ (4.20)

5The conjugated processes are not explicitly shown but are included in our analyses.
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and

qq̄ → G→ Bb̄ → (W−t)b̄→ (W−W+b)b̄ . (4.21)

Notice that the final state in these two channels coincides with the one in tt̄ pro-
duction.
(ii) Ztt̄ , from

qq̄ → G→ T t̄→ (Zt)t̄→ (ZW+b)W−b̄ . (4.22)

(iii) Zbb̄ , from

qq̄ → G→ Bb̄→ (Zb)b̄ . (4.23)

(iv) W+jets , from

qq̄ → G→ Qq̄ → (Wq′)q̄ (4.24)

(v) Z+jets , from

qq̄ → G→ Qq̄ → (Zq)q̄ . (4.25)

Through the following sections we show that these signals do not introduce ob-
servable anomalies in current LHC analyses, but that simple modifications in the
reconstruction of the final state could very likely provide a signal. The impact of this
scenario on top-quark physics at the Tevatron has been discussed in [6], where we
name it as the stealth-gluon model due to its ability to explain the FB asymmetry
without introducing anomalies (peaks or tails) in the tt̄ invariant-mass distribution.
In particular, it implies

Att̄
G ≈

{

0.12 mtt̄ < 450 GeV ;
0.33 mtt̄ > 450 GeV ,

(4.26)

values that are compatible with the D∅ and CDF observations [107, 108, 109]. The
mtt̄ distribution at the Tevatron is given in Fig. 4.6, where we compare the recon-
struction as tt̄ pairs of all the events giving W+W−bb̄ in the benchmark model with
the SM prediction. In our simulation we have followed the analysis in [89] (the
same as in the previous section). Here we have included in the analysis the event
reconstruction (see App. A).

The figure includes the prediction in the extreme T model (the prediction in
the extreme B model is similar, whereas in the extreme Q model it is below the
benchmark one). The deviations are never larger than 2.5σ (assuming statistical
errors only), and below 2σ in all the bins for the benchmark and the extreme-Q
models.
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Figure 4.6: mtt̄ distribution at the Tevatron for 5.3 fb−1 in the SM (solid/blue), the
benchmark model (points with error bars) and the extreme T case (dotted/black).
We include the contribution from T t̄, tT̄ and Bb̄, bB̄ when present.

4.4 Single T and B quark production at the LHC

W+W−bb̄ channel

As described in the previous section, the processes qq̄ → T t̄, Bb̄ followed by the
charged-current decay of the heavy quark will result in the same W+W−bb̄ final
state as tt̄ production. Thus, this signal would add to the one from top-quark pairs
produced through the massive gluon plus the standard contribution, and it is then
necessary to check that these processes do not imply any observable excess in current
analyses of tt̄ production (see for example [142]) or fourth generation T T̄ searches
[143]. In particular, we have simulated the analysis of ATLAS [144]6 to study the
effect of the channels

pp→ T t̄, tT̄ , Bb̄, bB̄ (4.27)

together with all the contributions to tt̄ production. We show the result in Fig. 4.7.
We have assumed a 10% uncertainty in the tt̄ prediction and allowed a normalization
factor (within this 10%) to correctly reproduce the three bins around the peak at
mtt̄ ≈ 500 GeV. We show the SM, the benchmark model (with statistical error bars)
and the extreme T model. The deviation in the extreme B case is similar to the one
in the extreme T model, whereas the extreme Q case is closer than the benchmark

6App. B shows a similar analysis done by the CMS collaboration.
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Figure 4.7: mtt̄ distribution at the LHC for 0.2 fb−1 in the SM (solid/blue), the
benchmark model (points with error bars) and the extreme T model (dotted/black).
We include the contribution from T t̄, tT̄ and Bb̄, bB̄ when present.

to the SM. The ≈ 20% excess at mtt̄ = 600–900 GeV in the extreme T and B
models seems in the limit of being probed with the current LHC data. Increasing
the luminosity to 4 fb−1 we find 8 consecutive bins with differences above 3σ for the
DELPHES simulation and 7 consecutive ones for the PGS4 simulation in the case
of the extreme T model. The benchmark and extreme Q models are not that clear.
For instance, using PGS4 [118] we find 3 and 2 consecutive bins with departures
larger than 3σ in these cases for a luminosity of 4 fb−1 (in all our estimates we only
include statistical errors). In summary, in our model one could expect a 10% excess
relative to the SM prediction in all the mtt̄ bins below 1 TeV. These events are just
tt̄ pairs mediated by the heavy gluon G. In addition, the bins between 600–900 GeV
could be increased an extra 15% with T t̄ and/or Bb̄ events that are reconstructed
as tt̄ pairs.

Another LHC study sensitive to our model is the search for a fourth generation
of quarks produced as T T̄ pairs [143]. We have reproduced the corresponding CMS
analysis there (see App. C) and plot our results in Fig. 4.8 for the muon channel
with the published luminosity of 0.821 fb−1. We plot the SM, the benchmark and
the extreme T cases in solid/blue, data points (with error bars), and dotted/black,
respectively. The left panel shows the HT distribution (defined in this case as the
scalar sum of the pT of the jets, the charged lepton and the missing ET ), and the
right panel gives the T reconstructed mass in the events generated with our model(s)
and with the SM. In both plots the number of standard events has been normalized
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Figure 4.8: T T̄ search at the LHC for 0.821 fb−1. Left panel: HT distribution.
Right panel: mfit distribution. In both cases we show the predictions in the SM
(solid/blue), in the benchmark model (data points with statistical errors) and in the
extreme T case (dotted/black). We include the contribution from T t̄, tT̄ and Bb̄, bB̄
when present.

by the same factor. Our results are similar to the ones obtained for tt̄ production.
The benchmark and the extreme Q models are not visible, whereas the extreme T
and B models are starting to be probed by the data. We have also checked that
pair production of T quarks gives in our model a negligible contribution, compatible
with the bound obtained in [143]. Similarly, the recent search for pair production
of vectorlike T quarks decaying to Zt [145] does not imply any restriction to our
model.

Our results indicate that the model, proposed to explain the large FB Tevatron
asymmetry, is almost invisible in tt̄ → W+W−bb̄ searches. The reason for that is
twofold. First, the large gluon width suppresses the number of tt̄ events in the region
mtt̄ = 600–900 GeV, while its axial couplings to the light quarks does the same at
lower and higher invariant masses. Second, T t̄ or Bb̄ events are reconstructed as tt̄
or T T̄ pairs, resulting into a poorer fit and a wider spread. The key to isolate events
of type T t̄ would be to reconstruct them not like two objects with the same mass,
but like a t quark plus a T quark of arbitrary mass. These events will only occur
at large invariant masses, mT t̄ > mT +mt, a region already accessible at the LHC
with the current luminosity. Therefore, we can use the more stringent cuts used in
the T T̄ analysis of [143] (we use the muon channel). Actually, we will require the
hardest jet to have pT ≥ 200 GeV instead of the 120 GeV. We will then identify just
one 173 GeV t quark (using a χ2 similar to the one in [142] and requiring χ2 ≤ 10,
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Figure 4.9: Reconstruction of mT (left) and MG (right) at the LHC. In both cases
we have normalized the distributions to 4 fb−1 data and represent the results for the
SM (solid/blue), the benchmark model (data points with statistical errors) and the
extreme T case (dotted/black). Details of the reconstruction method can be found
in the text.

see App. B and C) and will plot the mass of the second one in events of invariant
mass above 600 GeV (Fig. 4.9–left) for SM and extreme T model simulations. We
have normalized the plots to the recorded luminosity of 4 fb−1. As it is apparent in
the plot, we find three consecutive bins around mT = 450 GeV departing more than
3σ from the SM prediction even in the benchmark model. Counting the total excess
S of events versus the standard background B on the peak (three bins between 350
and 500 GeV) we get

S√
B

≈
{

8, benchmark,
21, extreme T.

(4.28)

Thus, the extreme T case would imply a stunning deviation in this kind of
searches, and even the benchmark model could show evidence for new physics. With
the large excess in the extreme T model one can also try to reconstruct the massive
gluon peak. In order to do that, we remove the total invariant mass cut and compute
the total invariant mass mT t̄ for the events with a reconstructed T mass above
350 GeV. The result is shown in Fig. 4.9–right. Although the SM and the new
physics model peak in the same region, the factor of ∼ 3(2) excess in the extreme
B (benchmark) model is quite evident.

The Bb̄, bB̄ → W+W−bb̄ channel is slightly different. Instead of producing two
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Figure 4.10: Reconstruction of mB at the LHC for 4 fb−1 in the SM (solid/blue),
the benchmark model (data points with errors) and the B case (dotted/black). We
consider the cuts mBb̄ > 600 GeV (left) and mBb̄ > 700 GeV (right). Details of the
reconstruction method can be found in the text.

top-like objects, the heavy bottom decays into a W plus a top that subsequently
decays into another W (with opposite charge) and a b.

G
B

b̄

q

q̄

W−

W+

b

t

We will still follow the selection procedure in our previous analysis, with the cuts
in [143] (muon channel) except for the cut on the pT of the hardest jet, that is
moved from 120 GeV to 200 GeV and a χ2 ≤ 10 (again we use the χ2 used in [142],
App. A) choosing the best configuration reconstructing a 173 GeV top quark, and
will plot the invariant mass of this t quark plus the extra W . The result is shown
in Fig. 4.10 for the benchmark and the extreme B models with two different cuts
in the total invariant-mass distribution and 4 fb−1. In this case, our reconstruction
of the B quark is not as clear as the one of the T quark, and more sophisticated
analyses should be used to dig out the signal from the background. Nevertheless,
we will see in the next section that the extreme B model can be probed much more
efficiently using the neutral decay of the B quark.
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Zbb̄ channel

Let us now turn to the neutral decays of the heavy T and B quarks, starting with
the Bb̄, bB̄ channel into a Zbb̄ final state. The SM irreducible background to this
process is small (σ(Zbb̄) with a leptonic Z decay is around 2 pb), whereas the
background from final states with larger cross sections like Z+jets and tt̄ can be
reduced with a very simple set of cuts.7 To isolate the signal we will require two
same-flavor opposite-sign leptons with pT ≥ 25 GeV and |ml+l− −mZ | ≤ 25 GeV,
and two b-tagged jets with pT ≥ 20 GeV and |η ≤ 2.8|. We will also impose a veto
on missing energy ET ≤ 40 GeV, to reduce the tt̄ background. With this selection
we compute the invariant mass of the Z and the hardest of the two b-jets (denoted
by bh), since the b quark from the decay of the heavy B is typically the hardest one.
We plot the result in Fig. 4.11. In the left panel we show the mZbh invariant-mass
distribution in the SM, the benchmark model and the extreme B case. It is clear
that the distributions in the SM and the new model peak in very different regions.
The benchmark model leads to a too small cross section and would require higher
luminosity for discovery. The extreme B model, however, shows a clear peak with
a total number of ≈ 40 events at mZbh ≈ mB = 600 GeV, versus ≈ 3 background
events, implying a statistical significance of

S√
B

≈ 21, (Zbb̄ for extreme B). (4.29)

Given the presence of a distinct peak we can attempt to reconstruct the mass of
the heavy gluon. In the right panel of Fig. 4.11 we show the total invariant-mass
of the three objects Zbb̄ for the events passing the cuts. Due to the large width of
the heavy gluon (the kinematical threshold prevents the full width to be apparent
at energies below ∼ 600 GeV) the number of events peaks slightly below MG = 850
GeV, but the effect is clearly observable. The approximate statistical significance of
the excess above 600 GeV is

S√
B

≈ 38√
5
= 17, (MG peak in Zbb̄ for extreme B). (4.30)

The Zbb̄ channel appears then as very promising even with the very simple cuts
that we have used. In the extreme case the reconstruction of the B quark and of the
massive gluon at the 4 fb−1 LHC could be correlated with the tt̄ anomalies discussed
before, disentangling the origin of the Tevatron FB asymmetry.

7We have also checked that our model does not conflict with current searches ofH → ZZ → Zbb̄
[146] or measurements of Z + b cross-section [147].
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Figure 4.11: Left panel: reconstruction of mZbh at the LHC. Right panel: recon-
struction of mzbb̄ to show the heavy gluon mass. In both cases we have normalized
the distributions to 4 fb−1 of data and have represented the SM with thick solid blue
line, the benchmark model with thin solid red line and the extreme B case (data
points with statistical errors).

Ztt̄ channel

The Ztt̄ production channel resulting into a ZW+W−bb̄ final state has also a very
small SM background, but it is harder to reconstruct due to its large multiplicity.
Instead of trying to reconstruct the T mass, it is simpler to reconstruct the total final
state in the search for the massive gluon. We do that requiring (i) three charged
leptons with pT ≥ 25 GeV, and at least two of them with the same flavor and
opposite sign reconstructing the Z within 25 GeV; (ii) at least two b–tagged and at
least two non–b–tagged jets with pT > 20 and |η| < 2.8. We reconstruct the neutrino
momentum using the on-shellness condition for a W and take the two hardest jets
and b-jets if there are more of them. The result is shown in Fig. 4.12. The extreme T
model shows a clear peak with ≈ 36 events with no expected background events (the
benchmark gives a weaker deviation). A more detailed analysis, trying to reconstruct
both top quarks, would certainly help in the reconstruction of the heavy T mass.
Since the extreme T model would also show up in the charged decay channel, a hint
on the T mass could be used in the reconstruction of this channel.
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Figure 4.12: Total invariant-mass reconstruction for the Ztt̄ channel in the SM
(solid/blue almost flat), benchmark (solid/red) and extreme T (data with statistical
errors shown as a band) models for the Ztt̄ analysis described in the text for the
LHC with 4 fb−1.

4.5 Light flavor excitations: Wq′q̄ and Zqq̄

We have seen in previous sections that the production of single T or B quarks tend
to introduce anomalies in current searches and could be seen if the reconstruction
algorithms are slightly modified. However, Qq̄ production is less apparent in these
searches, being the best example of stealth new physics [6]. We discuss in this section
the best strategy to observe the extreme Q model at the LHC. In the benchmark
(extreme Q) model the production of heavy excitations Q of the light flavors has a
total cross section of 2.9 (5.4) pb at the 7 TeV LHC, resulting with a 2:1 ratio the
final states Wq′q and Zqq. The SM irreducible background is 17 nb for W plus ≥ 1
jets and 6 nb for Z plus ≥ 1 jets. Therefore, we need to impose cuts to disentangle
our signal from these large backgrounds. First of all, these extra Qq̄ events will
only appear at invariant-masses above mQ = 600 GeV, with the maximum at ≈ 700
GeV. In addition, the jet from the decay of the heavy quark, with a pT ∼ mQ/2, will
be typically harder than the second jet. We should then impose an stringent cut
on the hardest jet in order to reduce the SM backgrounds. In particular, requiring
a hardest jet with pT ≥ 150 GeV on top of the cuts defined in [148] reduces the
W+jets background to manageable levels. We show in Fig. 4.13–left the transverse
mass distribution of theW and the hardest jet. The signal does not seem significant
in the benchmark model but may be observable in the extreme Q case, with 6 bins
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Figure 4.13: Left panel: transverse mass for the Wjh system in the Wjj analysis
described in the text for the SM (solid/blue), benchmark model (data points with
errors) and extreme Q model (dotted/black). Right panel: Result of the fit of the
mZjh distribution for the Zjj analysis described in the text for the SM (solid blue),
extreme Q model (data points with statistical errors) and the fit to both distributions
(dotted/black). Both plots are for the 7 TeV LHC with 4 fb−1.

departing more than 3σ from the expected background.
The neutral case is even more promising. Requiring two same-flavor, opposite-

charge leptons with pT ≥ 25 GeV that reconstruct the Z mass within 25 GeV, and
two or more jets, with pT ≥ 150 GeV for one of them, and computing the invariant
mass of the Z and the hardest jet, we obtain the distribution in Fig. 4.13–right.
Although the benchmark model is still unobservable, there is a clear peak for the
extreme model. We have fitted the signal plus background histogram to a Crystal
Ball plus gaussian shape and obtained an excess of 170 events over the expected
540 background events in the region of two standard deviations around the center
of the gaussian. This leads to a statistical significance of 7σ deviation and a best
fit of mfit

Q = 590 GeV, very close to the actual heavy quark mass. This analysis is
interesting as it gives a very clean signal for a model that is otherwise very difficult
to find.
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Conclusions

The Standard Model of particle physics has proved to be an extraordinarily success-
ful theory to describe the physics at colliders below the TeV scale. Nevertheless, one
of its basic pieces, the mechanism responsible for the electroweak symmetry break-
ing, has not been fully confirmed yet. There are also formal arguments indicating
that the model must be completed at energies accessible to the LHC. In particular,
the hierarchy problem has been the main motivation for model building during the
past 30 years. On the other hand, there have been a series of experimental anomalies
that almost always have vanished with an increase in the amount of available data.
In any case, these anomalies have been a motivation to explore possible scenarios
for new physics. The main results of this Thesis are related to phenomenological
implications of some of these models beyond the standard one. We have focused
on the interplay between the Higgs and the top-quark sectors because of two basics
reasons. First, we expect that the top quark plays a fundamental role in the mech-
anism of gauge symmetry breaking, since it is responsible for the largest radiative
corrections destabilizing the electroweak scale. Second, Tevatron has observed an
asymmetry in tt̄ production that can not be explained within the Standard Model.
We can summarize our results as follows.

• Little Higgs models could be a bridge connecting the Standard Model and a
more general theory like Supersymmetry or Technicolor, which would define a
framework consistent up to the Planck scale. In the second chapter we have
studied models where the Higgs appears as a pseudo-Goldstone boson of a
global symmetry broken spontaneously at a scale f slightly higher than the
electroweak one. These models incorporate an extra T quark that must be light
in order to cancel top-quark quadratic corrections to the Higgs mass parameter.
On the other hand, the extra gauge bosons also present in these models have
masses of the same order, introducing a conflict with electroweak precision data
if f < 3 TeV. We have studied and solved this tension in the original simplest
model using VEVs (f1 ≈ 0.1f2) and couplings (λ2, λ

′
1,2 . 0.1λ1) suppressed

by an approximate symmetry in the top-quark sector. Thus, we have changed
the collective symmetry breaking principle (λ1 ≈ λ1 and λ′1,2 = 0) for an
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approximate symmetry breaking one.

We have also shown that after electroweak symmetry breaking the physical
Higgs in these models has both doublet and singlet SU(2)L components. As
a consequence, its gauge and Yukawa couplings are reduced, and Higgs pro-
duction through gluon and W boson fusion is weaker than in the Standard
Model. This, together with the new decay channel h→ ηη, where η is a light
pseudoscalar singlet, could relax LEP bounds on the Higgs mass.

Finally, we have also studied the one-loop effective potential of this model. We
have shown that it provides the observed electroweak symmetry breaking and
an acceptable Higgs mass. To do that we have worked at all order in v2/f 2,
writing the results in terms of sines and cosines, as the first-order expansion
breaks down when f1 is small. The usual case with collective breaking requires
the addition of new terms breaking the symmetry in the scalar potential in
order to get a Higgs mass above LEP bounds.

The observation of a T quark and of anomalous gauge and Yukawa couplings
for the Higgs boson at the LHC would be hints pointing towards this class
of models. Their discovery could be taken as an invitation to build a more
powerful accelerator, since these models define a framework just valid up to
energies 4πf ≈ 10 TeV.

• In the third chapter we have analyzed Higgs boson effects on tt̄ production
at the Tevatron and the LHC. We have initially shown that a standard Higgs
heavy enough to decay into top-quark pairs would couple very strongly to itself.
As a consequence, its decay width grows and dilutes the effect on the tt̄ invari-
ant mass distribution. On the other hand, Supersymmetry and Little Higgs
models provide heavy Higgses with no need for large scalar self-couplings, as
their mass is not electroweak. We have seen that interference effects are im-
portant and the narrow-width approximation gives a poor (even a misleading)
estimate. We find peak-dip structures in mtt̄ that require optimized strategies
at hadron colliders. In supersimetric models we obtain that the mass differ-
ence between the neutral gauge bosons H and A is a crucial parameter that
could amplify or make disappear the effects (something that would not happen
by adding peaks). Choosing the right binning would be important in order to
make these effects observable.

We have also found that the top-quark angular distribution in the invariant
mass region mtt̄ ≈ mH,A does not correspond to the spin of the intermediate
particle, i.e., the excess caused by the interference does not have a flat distri-
bution in the center of mass frame (as one would obtain in the narrow-width
approximation).
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Finally, we have found that these effects would not be observable at the Teva-
tron even for the 10 fb−1 finally achieved. The main difference with the LHC
is that at the Tevatron 90% of the top-quark pairs are produced through qq̄
interactions. Since the signal we have explored is caused by interference in
the gg → tt̄ channel, for the same integrated luminosity the deviations there
would be 9 times weaker than at the LHC, where gluon fusion provides 90%
of the top pairs. After researchers from Tevatron became interested in our
work, we obtained that the signal would be too small to be observable in that
collider.

• The 2–3σ deviation in the forward-backward asymmetry respect to the Stan-
dard Model seems consistent, but it has not been supported by anomalies in
any other observables at the Tevatron nor the LHC. As a consequence, the new
physics proposed to explain it is typically pushed above 1 TeV. In Chapter 4
we have proposed a scenario with an experimental signature that is peculiar
and easy to miss in current searches despite being at low energy. It would be
defined by a relatively light gluon with a very large width produced by new
decay channels G→ qQ. We have shown that the model reproduces both the
asymmetry and the tt̄ invariant mass distribution observed at hadron colliders.

We have analyzed the phenomenological implications of the heavy quarks Q at
the LHC. In particular, we have studied their consistency with current studies
of tt̄ production and T T̄ searches. We have found that T t̄ production gives the
sameWWbb̄ signal as tt̄, and that it could be observed by slightly changing the
reconstruction criteria used currently for tt̄ at ATLAS and CMS. The situation
is similar for the Bb̄ channel.

We have also studied other signals that, if analyzed, could reveal single heavy
quark production through the qQ channel at the LHC. In particular, Zqq̄
where the Q quark is reconstructed with the Z boson and the highest-energy
jet looks promising. Other signals, like Zbb̄ or Ztt̄, are predicted here and
could offer a signal above the Standard Model backgrounds after applying
optimal cuts. With a slight increase in the integrated luminosity, the scenario
could be confirmed or excluded at the LHC (we are currently collaborating
with researchers from ATLAS to implement our model in their simulations).

We have focused our study on the region motivated by the Tevatron asymme-
try, but our analyses can be also applied to a wider range of couplings and
quark and gluon masses.

To conclude, in this Thesis we have studied the Higgs boson and different ex-
tensions of the Standard Model that it motivates. The study of the top quark in
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hadronic colliders should be essential to understand how to complete the Standard
Model. In this sense, the forward-backward asymmetry in tt̄ appears as a promising
hint of new physics. Its explanation could be linked to physics slightly different from
the one we are used to, with massive quarks that are not pair produced and appear
together with a light quark or with massive gluons of very large width. The analysis
of the new data should tell us sooner than later whether we are looking for in the
right direction. Certainly, we are living exciting times in particle physics.



Conclusiones

Aunque el modelo estándar de la f́ısica de part́ıculas ha demostrado ser una teoŕıa
extraordinariamente adecuada para la descripción de la f́ısica de colisionadores a
enerǵıas por debajo del TeV, una de sus piezas básicas, el mecanismo por el que
se rompe la simetŕıa electrodébil y las part́ıculas adquiren masa, aún no ha sido
confirmada. Existen además argumentos formales que indican que el modelo debe ser
completado a enerǵıas accesibles al LHC. En particular, el problema de las jerarqúıas
ha sido la principal motivación para la construcción de modelos durante los últimos
30 años. Por otro lado, se han venido observando anomaĺıas experimentales que,
aunque prácticamente siempre hayan tendido a desaparecer cuando el volumen de
datos ha aumentado, han servido como motivación para analizar posibles escenarios
de nueva f́ısica. Los principales resultados de este trabajo de tesis hacen referencia a
las implicaciones fenomenológicas de algunos de esos modelos más allá del estándar.
Nos hemos centrado en la relación entre los sectores del bosón de Higgs y del quark
top, teniendo dos razones básicas para ello. En primer lugar, uno espera que el
sector del quark top juegue un papel fundamental en el mecanismo de rotura de
simetŕıa gauge, ya que es el responsable de las mayores correcciones radiativas que
desestabilizan la escala electrodébil. En segundo lugar, Tevatron ha observado una
asimetŕıa en la producción de pares tt̄ que ha demostrado ser consistente en distintos
experimentos y que no puede explicarse en el marco del modelo estándar. Los
resultados obtenidos se resumen a continuación.

• Los modelos de Little Higgs sirven de puente entre el modelo estándar y una
teoŕıa más general tipo Supersimetŕıa o Technicolor, que están desfavorecidas
por las observaciones si aparecen por debajo del TeV pero que definiŕıan un
marco válido hasta la escala de Planck. En el caṕıtulo 2 de esta tesis hemos
estudiado modelos donde el Higgs aparece como un pseudobosón de Gold-
stone de una simetŕıa global rota espontáneamente a una escala f ligeramente
por encima de la electrodébil. Estos modelos incluyen un quark T extra que
debe ser ligero para poder cancelar las correciones cuadráticas al parametro de
masa del Higgs. Por otro lado, los bosones de gauge extra presentes en estos
modelos tienen masas del mismo orden, entrando en conflicto con los datos
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de precisión electrodébiles si f < 3 TeV. Hemos estudiado esa tension en el
modelo simplest y la hemos resuelto de manera natural con VEVs (f1 ≈ 0.1f2)
y acomplamientos (λ2, λ

′
1,2 . 0.1λ1) suprimidos por una simetŕıa aproximada

en el sector del quark top. Es decir, hemos cambiado el principio basado en
una simetŕıa global rota colectivamente por las interacciones del quark top
(λ1 ≈ λ1 y λ′1,2 = 0) en el modelo original por el de una simetŕıa aproximada.

Hemos mostrado que en estos modelos tras la rotura de simetŕıa electrodébil
encontramos un Higgs f́ısico que tiene componentes doblete y singlete de
SU(2)L, lo que introduce una supresión en sus acoplamientos gauge y de
Yukawa. Como consequencia, la producción de Higgs a través de la fusión
de gluones y de bosones W queda suprimida respecto a la estándar. Todo
esto, junto con el nuevo canal de desintegración h → ηη, donde η es un sin-
glete pseudoescalar ligero, podŕıa relajar la cotas de LEP a la masa del Higgs.

Por último, también hemos estudiado el potencial efectivo a 1-loop y hemos
encontrado que el modelo proporciona la rotura de simetŕıa electrodébil obser-
vada y una masa aceptable para el bosón de Higgs. Para ello, ha sido esencial
trabajar a todo orden en v2/f 2 y expresar los resultados en términos de senos y
cosenos, ya que las expansiones a primer orden utilizadas habitualmente fallan
en los casos donde f1 es pequeño. En el caso usual con rotura colectiva uno
debe introducir en el potencial escalar terminos que rompen expĺıcitamente la
simetŕıa para obtener un Higgs de acuerdo con las cotas de LEP.

Como conclusión, la observación de anomaĺıas en los acoplamientos gauge y
de Yukawa del Higgs aśı como la observación del quark T en el LHC seŕıan
indicios que apuntaŕıan en la dirección de estos modelos. En última instancia,
su descubrimiento seŕıa una invitación a construir un colisionador de part́ıculas
más potente, ya que estos modelos definen marcos que son consistentes sólo
hasta energias de orden 4πf ≈ 10 TeV.

• En el tercer caṕıtulo hemos estudiado el efecto que el Higgs podŕıa tener en la
producción de pares tt̄ observados en el Tevatron y en el LHC. En particular,
hemos encontrado que un Higgs estándar con masa suficiente para producir
pares de quark top se acoplaŕıa fuertemente con éste pero aún más fuertemente
consigo mismo, lo que aumentaŕıa mucho su anchura de desintegración. De
este modo, los efectos del Higgs quedaŕıan diluidos y seŕıan inobservables.
Por otro lado, Supersimetŕıa y los modelos de Little Higgs proporcionan una
nueva escala y Higgses masivos sin autoacoplamientos grandes, debido a que
su masa no proviene de la rotura de simetŕıa electrodébil. Hemos comprobado
que en estos procesos la narrow-width aproximation no es aplicable, ya que
los efectos de interferencia son importantes. Al estudiar la distribución de
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masa invariante en tt̄ encontramos estructuras tipo pico y valle que requieren
estrateǵıas optimizadas de análisis en colisionadores hadrónicos. En concreto,
en modelos supersimétricos encontramos que la diferencia de masa entre los
nuevos bosones neutros H y A es un parámetro fundamental, de forma que el
efecto podŕıa amplificarse o desaparecer completamente (lo que no se obtendŕıa
nunca sumando picos). Aśımismo, la elección del binning puede ser importante
para la observabilidad de los efectos producidos por los nuevos bosones neutros.

Otro resultado relevante es que la distribución angular del quark top en la
región de masas invariantes en torno a la masa del boson de Higgs extra no
sigue la dictada por el esṕın de la part́ıcula intermedia, sino que coincide con
la obtenida en el modelo estándar. Es decir, el exceso o el deficit causado por
la interferencia no tiene una distribución plana en el sistema centro de masas,
como obtendŕıamos si hubiésemos aplicado la narrow-width approximation.

Por último, comentar que los efectos de estos nuevos bosones neutros no seŕıan
observables en Tevatron incluso con los 10 fb−1 de luminosidad integrada con-
seguidos antes de su cierre. La principal diferencia es que Tevatron es un
colisionador pp̄, y el 90% de los pares tt̄ son producidos a través de interac-
ciones qq̄. Como la señal analizada está causada por la interferencia en el canal
gg → tt̄, para la misma luminosidad integrada las desviaciones seŕıan 9 veces
menores que en el LHC, donde la producción a través de la fusión de gluones
representa el 90% de los pares tt̄. Después de que investigadores del Tevatron
se interesasen por nuestro trabajo, encontramos que la señal seŕıa muy dif́ıcil
de observar en ese colisionador.

• La desviación de 2–3σ respecto del modelo estándar en la asimetŕıa forward-
backward en la producción de pares tt̄ observada en Tevatron parece consis-
tente, pero no ha sido apoyada por anomaĺıas en otros observables medidos en
el Tevatron o en el LHC. Esto ha hecho que las propuestas de nueva f́ısica para
explicar la asimetŕıa hayan sido desplazadas a escalas por encima de 1 TeV.
En contraposición, en el caṕıtulo 4 hemos propuesto un escenario donde las
señales experimentales son inusuales y pueden fácilmente pasar desapercibidas
en búsquedas actuales a pesar de aparecer a enerǵıas relativamente bajas (como
el tamaño de la asimetŕıa y los argumentos de naturalidad sugieren). Estaŕıa
definido por un gluon de masa por debajo de 1 TeV con una anchura de
desintegración muy grande producida por canales de desintegración G → qQ.
Hemos comprobado que el modelo reproduce correctamente tanto la asimetŕıa
como la distribución de masa invariante en tt̄, para lo que ha sido necesario
implementar métodos de selección y reconstrucción de eventos siguiendo las
directrices que usan los distintos experimentos.
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Además, hemos estudiado las posibles implicaciones fenomenológicas de los
nuevos quarks Q pesados en el LHC. Concretamente, hemos estudiado la con-
sistencia con los datos de producción de tt̄ y de búsqueda de pares T T̄ en
el LHC, aśı como la estrategia óptima para su detección en ese colisionador.
Hemos mostrado que la producción de T t̄, que proporciona la misma señal
WWbb̄ que tt̄, podŕıa ser explorada cambiando ligeramente los criterios de
reconstrucción usados actualmente en ATLAS y CMS. Lo mismo ocurre en el
caso de la producción de Bb̄.

Aśımismo, hemos estudiado nuevos canales que, si se analizasen en el LHC,
podŕıan revelar la existencia de esos quarks pesados. Por ejemplo, el canal Zqq̄,
donde la reconstrucción del quark Q se hace a partir del bosón Z y el jet mas
energético, parece muy prometedor. Hemos estudiado también otras señales
como Zbb̄ o Ztt̄, donde con unos cortes sencillos hemos conseguido reducir el
fondo frente a la señal hasta niveles detectables. Si no con los datos actuales,
con un ligero aumento de la luminosidad integrada este escenario debeŕıa ser
observado o excluido por el LHC (en la actualidad estamos colaborando con
investigadores de ATLAS para ayudarles a implementar nuestro modelo en sus
simulaciones).

Por último, mencionar que el estudio realizado sobre la observación de nuevos
quarks ha estado centrado en la región de parámetros motivada por la asimetŕıa
observada en Tevatron, donde el modelo queda casi completamente definido.
Sin embargo, podŕıan aplicarse a un rango mas amplio del espacio de parámetros,
con valores diversos tanto de los acoplamientos como de las masas.

Para concluir, a lo largo de este trabajo hemos estudiado la f́ısica del Higgs en
diferentes extensiones del modelo estándar. El estudio de la f́ısica del quark top
en aceleradores hadrónicos es fundamental para entender de qué manera hay que
completar el modelo. Ello hace muy sugerente una de las posibles señales de nueva
f́ısica con más relevancia en el último año, la asimetŕıa forward-backward en tt̄.
Su explicación podŕıa estar ligada a f́ısica sensiblemente distinta de la considerada
normalmente, con quarks masivos que no se producen a pares sino junto a un quark
ligero o gluones de anchura muy grande. A la espera de que nuevos resultados
confirmen si vamos en la dirección adecuada o si la explicación es otra, resulta
evidente que estamos viviendo un tiempo apasionante para la f́ısica de part́ıculas.



Appendix A

Event Reconstruction

The reconstruction of mtt̄ is done in three steps: first a leptonically decaying W
boson is reconstructed, then the jets are associated to partons in the tt̄ decay chain,
and finally a kinematic fit is performed.

It is assumed that one W boson from a top decay has decayed into the observed
lepton and an undetected neutrino. The Emiss

T is taken as a measurement of the
transverse momentum of the neutrino, but its longitudinal momentum (i.e. parallel
to the beam direction) is unmeasured. Imposing the condition that the invariant
mass of the lepton and neutrino is the mass of the W boson (80.4 GeV) allows
the construction of a quadratic equation for the longitudinal momentum of the
neutrino. If there are two real solutions, both are retained. If the equation only has
imaginary solutions, the components of Emiss

T are modified by the minimal amount
in |∆Emiss

T x | + |∆Emiss
T y | to give one real solution. The association of the jets to the

hadronicW decay and to the two bottom quarks is done by calculating a χ2 for each
possible combination (including the two neutrino solutions if they are both physical
and only allowing b-tagged jets to be associated to a bottom quark) and choosing
the combination with the smallest value. The χ2 is a sum over several terms

χ2 =
∑

χ2
i =

∑ (xi − xrefi )2

σ2
i

, (A.1)

where xi is a reconstructed quantity, xrefi is a reference value for this quantity
and σ2

i is a resolution parameter. The reconstructed quantities and the central
values and widths used are listed in Table B.1. The appropriate reference values
and resolutions for the masses are obtained from the distributions of these quantities
in a Montecarlo simulation. Since no flavor-specific jet energy scale corrections are
applied, deviations from the generated values of the top quark and W boson masses
are expected. The association of jets to the W boson and the bottom quarks is
found to be correct in approximately 80% of events.
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Quantity Reference Value Resolution

Leptonic top Mass 169.0 GeV 16.3 GeV
Hadronic top Mass 174.7 GeV 14.6 GeV
Hadronic W Mass 83 GeV 10.9 GeV
pT of tt̄ System 0 GeV 50 GeV
HT Fraction 1. 0.15

Table A.1: Quantities, with their reference values and resolutions, used in the def-
inition of the χ2 for jet-parton association. The ‘HT Fraction’ is the scalar sum of
the transverse energy in the selected jets divided by the scalar sum of the transverse
energy in all jets.



Appendix B

Event Selection for tt̄ Production

The tt̄ candidate events are selected1 in the lepton+jets topology, where one
top quark decays semileptonically (t → lνb) and the other hadronically (t → qq̄′b).
In particular, we select events with an isolated muon or electron in the central
portion of the detector with high transverse momentum and a large amount of
missing transverse energy, consistent with the presence of an undetected neutrino.
Moreover, we select events with three or more jets.

Muons(Electrons) are required to have pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.1(pT > 30 GeV
and |η| < 2.5). To select leptonic W boson decays, events are required to contain
either one isolated muon or electron. The isolation requirement is based on the ratio
of the total transverse energy observed from all hadrons and photons in a cone of
size ∆R =

√

(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 < 0.3 around the lepton direction to the transverse
momentum of the lepton itself, known as relative isolation, where ∆φ and ∆η are
the azimuthal angle and pseudorapidity differences between the electron and the jet.
This quantity must be less than 10%.

In order to reduce the background from Drell-Yan production and tt̄ production
in which both W bosons decay leptonically, events in which two lepton candidates
are identified are vetoed. To increase the rejection, the second lepton may be allowed
to satisfy looser requirements: an additional muon must have pT > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.5
and relative isolation < 0.2; an electron in an event with a muon candidate must
have pT > 15 GeV, |η| < 2.5 and relative isolation < 0.2.

Events are additionally required to contain three or more jets with pT > 30 GeV
and |η| < 2.4, and must not overlap with any lepton candidate within ∆R < 0.4.
To enhance the rejection of background from W boson and Drell-Yan production in
association with relatively low pT jets, the leading jet is required to have pT > 70
GeV and the second leading jet to have pT > 50 GeV.

1This selection of events is similar to the one done by the CMS collaboration in [142].
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The negative of the vector sum of the momenta of all reconstructed jets and
leptons in the plane transverse to the beam is the missing transverse energy Emiss

T

vector. QCD background is suppressed further by requiring Emiss
T > 20 GeV.



Appendix C

Event Selection for T T̄ Production

The selection is chosen to maximize S/
√
B in the accepted signal sample for a

T mass of 400 GeV, where S is the number of T T̄ signal events and B the number
of events expected from tt̄ production and all other EW background processes.

The search is performed for the strong pair production of a T quark and its
antiparticle, followed by each of their decays to a W boson and a b or b̄ quark.
Lepton+jets events are selected with a single charged lepton, missing transverse
momentum, and at least four jets of high transverse momenta, indicative of events
in which one of the W bosons decays to leptons (electrons or muons) and the other
W boson decays to quarks.

In the e+jets channel, we require

• an isolated electron with pT > 30− 45 GeV and |η| < 2.5;

• missing pT > 20 GeV;

• at least four jets with pT > 120, 90, 35, 35 GeV and |η| < 2.4. Jets that satisfy
∆R =

√

(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 < 0.3 of the electron are rejected;

• at least one jet must be b-tagged.

In the µ+jets channel, we require

• an isolated muon with pT > 35 GeV and |η| < 2.1;

• missing pT > 20 GeV;

• at least four jets with pT > 120, 90, 35, 35GeV , and |η| < 2.4. Jets that satisfy
∆R < 0.3 of the muon are rejected;

• at least one jet must be b-tagged.
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